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1 - THREE GUN BOOKS
Great American Guns and Frontier Fighters, plus, The Great
Guns and The Worlds Most Powerful Rifles And Handguns.
All large format and hard cover. GC

CATALOGUE No.54
8

2 - FIVE GUN BOOKS
All small format, three are hard cover. Colt 45 Shop Manual,
Two x Famous Guns, Guns & Shooting, plus, Collectors
Guns. FC

18 - SWEDISH MAUSER M38
Swedish Mauser bolt action rifle. 24” 6.5x55 cal barrel
with original sights. Chamber marked WAFFENFABRIK
MAUSER OBENDORF A/N 1900. Bolt handle is turned
down type. Metalwork with grey to dark patina. GC woodwork complete with swivels & disc. G-VGWO&C ALR
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3 - 20G BRASS CASES
42 Unprimed CBC brand brass cases. GC
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4 - BULLET MOULDS
A bag lot containing 13 bullet moulds and two handles.
Mostly Lyman and includes several 45 rifle, 576, 311 .38
revolver, .25 rifle, 404 .45 ball. GC
5 - THREE RELOADING DIES
Hornady custom 7x57 and RCBS 44 Magnum. VGC
6 - PATTERN 07 BAYONET
SMLE bayonet 43cm broad arrow and cypher marked
Wilkinson blade. Some chipping to the grip, no scabbard. FC
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21 - SWEDISH MAUSER BAYONET
Knife bayonet for the M1896 6.5x55 cal rifle. 20 ½ cm blade.
Metalwork with traces of blue complete with scabbard. GC

8 - OWEN BAYONET
Bayonet for the Australian WWII SMG. 25 cm blade with
black finish, broad arrow, OA marks and 44 dates. GC grips
and leather scabbard. VGC

22 - NO4 SPIKE BAYONET
SMLE WWII period bayonet. Late variant with blackened
cast handle and plastic scabbard. VGC
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23 - US WATER BOTTLE
WWII US Military alloy water bottle and canteen cup in
carrier marked US LEWISTON TENT AND AWNING CO
1945. VGC

9 - K98 SLING AND CLEANING KIT
WWII cleaning kit plus an original leather sling for the German Mauser K98 rifle. GC
10 - FOUR MILITARY MANUALS
Infantry Training Vol II 7.62mm S.L.R (1975). Direct Fire
Control For Automatic Weapons (1943). Cadet Training
(1963) and Examination For Army Certificate First Class
(1952). FC

24 - GARAND CLEANING ROD
Two piece steel and alloy rod in WWII dates olive canvas
pouch. GC
25 - EN BLOCKS
Six magazine chargers for the US 30.06MI Garand rifle. GC
26
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12 - MINATURE LEMON SQUEEZER HAT
NZ made, approx ½ scale version of the famous hat. Kahki
felt with infantry ribbon and hat badge as well as paperwork.
VGC
13 - WWII BINOCULARS
British/Allies Military Kershaw NO2 MKII binoculars with
1942 date and webbing strap. Optics are a bit cloudy. FC
14 - PRACTICE BOMB
Inert ex NZ Military Naval Air Systems MK106 MODEL 5
practice bomb. Most blue paint with rust stained patina. FC
15 - NORINCO SKS
Chinese semi auto rifle. 20” 7.62x39 cal barrel complete with
folding bayonet and sights. Receiver with Norinco makers
mark. Metalwork with near all blue. VGC original woodwork complete with swivels and cleaning rod. ExWO&C
ALR
16 - SKS RIFLE
Chinese semi auto rifle. 20” 7.62x39 cal barrel with original
sights but bayonet and lug removed. Receiver with red dot
Simmons scope, magazine shortened to A catergory. Metalwork with most blue. GC woodwork with rubber butt pad fitted and front QD swivel fitted. Includes original dust cover.
GWO&C ALR

19 - LONGBRANCH N04 MK 1
NZ Military WWII SMLE. 25” .303 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver with apperture
rear sight and marked NO 4 MKI* LONG BRANCH 1942.
The wrist NZ marked. Metalwork with near all dark finish.
VGC woodwork with clear cote finish complete with sling.
VGWO&C ALR
20 - NO9 BAYONET
NO4 SMLE NO9 MKI bayonet and scabbard. Ordnance
marked with 54 date and near all original finish. ExC

7 - PATTERN 88 BAYONET
Long Tom bayonet MKII variant. 29½ cm blade with ordnance and Wilkinson marks and 1901 date. GC wooden grips
and leather scabbard. G-VGC

11 - POCKET WATCH AND WHISTLE
WWI period, private purchase, pewter pocket watch marked
RJA LEVER W COLTMAN AUCKLAND. Winds and appears to work well. Includes its leather sheath with replacement strap. Also included is an Officers whistle and chain
marked PATENT. GC

17 - NAGANT M44 CARBINE
Polish Military Mosin Nagant. 20” 7.62x54R cal barrel with
original sights but bayonet removed. Radom arsenal and
1955 date over the chamber. Near all original blue. ExC
woodwork has been modified to a semi pistol grip, inclues
sling. VGWO&C ALR
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26 - WWI 1915 LUGER
Imperial German P08 pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel with original sights. The chamber dated 1915 and with imperial proof
marks. The toggle is marked DWM. Metalwork retains near
all its original blue and straw colours. All serial numbers
including the magazine are matching. ExC original walnut
grips. Includes its original 1915 dated and makers marked
holster with extra magazine and stripping tool. A top example of a WWI Luger. ExWO&C B/CLR
27 - WWI 1914 LUGER PISTOL
Imperial German P08 pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel with original sight. The chamber is dated 1914 and has Army proof
and acceptance marks. The toggle is marked DWM. Near
all original blue finish and faint straw colours with slight
muzzle and side plate wear from the holster. All numbers are
matching except the magazine which is the correct 3 digit
type. ExC original walnut grips. Included is its correct 1914
dated and makers marked holster with extra magazine and
stripping tool. ExWO&C B/CLR
28 - GLISENTI REVOLVER
Italian WWI period model 1889 revolver. 4 ¼” 10.35mm cal
octagonal barrel with original sight, the frame with Brescia
makers mark and 1917 date and has the folding double action trigger. Metalwork with near all overall blued finish
VGC original grips without the lanyard ring.ExWO&C B/
CLR

28

29
Photographs not necessarily to scale

29 - BROWNING M1900 PISTOL
4” .32 acp cal barrel, slide with original sights, cocking indicator and Herstal address. Metalwork with most overall dark
blue finish. GC original hard rubber grips with gun logo.
VGWO&C B/CLR
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30 - BROWNING M1910 PISTOL
3 ½” .32 acp cal barrel, slide with FN Herstal address.
Metalwork with a few small areas of speckle staining and
most overall blue finish. VGC original hard rubber grips.
VGWO&C CLR

43 - SMITH AND WESSON K22 REVOLVER
US Model 17-4 K-22 Masterpiece target revolver. 6” .22lr
cal barrel with adjustable sight. Metalwork with near all
original bright blue. Excellent chequered walnut logo grips.
Complete with S&W box and paperwork, hard to find better.
ExWO&C B/CLR
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31 - LUGER HOLSTER
Imperial German WWI hard shell brown leather holster for
the P08 pistol 1916 dated and Dietrick maker marks. VGC

44 - BUCKMARK PISTOL
Browning semi auto target pistol. 5 ½” slab sided barrel
with adjustable sights. ExC nickel plated metalwork with
original walnut grips. ExWO&C B/CLR
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32 - MKVI WEBLEY HOLSTER
Blue Web 1937 pattern flap holster for the British revolver.
Ordnance marked, 1944 dated. VGC
33 - 38 ENFIELD HOLSTER
WWII 1937 pattern Army holster for the 38 cal revolver
194? date and ordnance marked. VGC

45 - PARA ORDNANCE MAGAZINE
MECGAR .40 S&W double stack 15 shot magazine for the
P16 pistol. Nickel finish unused in original packet ExC
46 - SIG P228 MAGAZINE
MEG GAR 15 shot 9mm cal magazine. Blued finish unused
in original packet. ExC
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34 - HI POWER HOLSTER
WWII Second model canvas break away holster for the Inglis Hi Power pistol marked ZL &TL 1945. Some faint staining otherwise VGC
35 - MARLIN 1894 COWBOY RIFLE
US model 1894 Cowboy LTD carbine. 20” .45 Colt cal octagonal barrel with original sights and full length magazine.
Marked with North Haven address. Metalwork retains near
all original blue. VGC straight cut stock with a few minor
handling marks. VG-ExWO&C ALR

47 - RUGER 9MM MAGAZINE
20 Shot magazine to suit the Ruger 9mm pistol or PC9 carbine blued finish as new ExC.
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48 - BERETTA 92 MAGAZINE
17R 9mm magazine for the 92F pistol, nickel finish ExC
49 - MARK 5 STEN GUN
British Military 9mm S.M.G. 7 ½” barrel with bayonet lug
and original sights. The magazine well is marked with broad
arrow STEN MK5 M/78 and serial number which is also
matching on the stock and foresight. The frame is also ordnance marked. Metalwork has near all original finish. ExC
woodwork with steel butt plate and complete with original
sling. One of the nicest examples we have encountered.
ExWO&C CLR
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36 - ROSSI 92 RIFLE
Brazilian copy of the Winchester 92 rifle. 20” .357 cal round
barrel with full length magazine and sights. Stainless steel
metalwork in ExC. Woodwork with a bruise in the wrist.
VGWO&C ALR
37 - MARLIN 1894 CARBINE
Vintage early 20th Century US lever action. 20” 44-40 cal
round barrel with full length magazine, original sights and
New Haven address. Serial numbers is in the 412,000 range.
Metalwork with grey to dark patina. GC woodwork with
swivels. GWO&C ALR
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38 - MARLIN M92 RIFLE
US lever action rifle. 24” .22lr replacement barrel with half
magazine, wrist with tang sight fitted. Metalwork with most
overall blue thinning on the barrel near the chamber. VGC
woodwork. G-VGWO&C ALR
39 - WINCHESTER MODEL 62
US pump action rifle, circa 1939. 23” .22lr cal round barrel
with iron sights. Model 62 and New Haven address with
¾ magazine take down receiver and other metalwork with
grey to dark patina with traces of thin blue. GC woodwork
with original butt plate. GWO&C ALR

51 - STERLING SMG
British 9mm submachine gun. 8” barrel with ventilated
shroud and original sights. The magazine well is marked
STERLING S.M.G 9M/M MK4 (L2A3) and patent info underneath. Metalwork has near all original Military black finish. 3 position selector above the original plastic grip, steel
under folding stock. VGWO&C CLR

43

44

52 - STERLING SLING
British Military green webbing sling for the SMG brass fittings, 1959 dated, ordnance marked. In unissued ExC

40 - COLT GOLD CUP 1911 .45 AUTO
US competition variant of the 1911. 5”.45 acp cal barrel.
Slide with original adjustable sights marked series 80 COLT
MK IV GOLD CUP National match. Stainless steel metalwork with some minor handling marks. Hogue rubber
grips, extented magazine catch and Pachmayr magazine.
VGWO&C B/CLR
41 - PARA P16 PISTOL
Para ordnance P16 LTD 1911 pistol. 5” .40 S&W cal barrel,
slide with adjustable sights. Metalwork with two tone black
and stainless finish. Some discolouration to the right hand
side safety. VGC original grips. Includes 2 extra magazines.
VGWO&C B/CLR

50- MKII STEN GUN
WWII Australian Military SMG. 8” 9mm cal barrel with
ventilated shroud. The magazine marked STEN MKII
LONG BRANCH 1942. The receiver is also ordnance
marked. Metalwork has near all original Military black finish fitted with correct T type steel stock. ExWO&C CLR

53 - STERLING DOUBLE MAGAZINE
Rare factory double 34R magazine (68R) for the 9mm
SMG. Sterling and patent markings on the spine. All original blue in unissued ExC
54 - STERLING MAGAZINE
34R magazine for the 9mm SMG. Most overall thinning finish. G-VGC
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55 - 9MM STEN MAGAZINE
32R magazine for the SMG version with counter holes filled
for desert use. Most overall blue thinning on the edges. VGC
49

56 - STEN MAGAZINE LOADER
Steel and brass loading tool with near all original finish.
VGC

42 - S&W MODEL 15 REVOLVER
4” .38 Special cal barrel with original sights and marked
Smith & Wesson, cal etc. The top strap with adjustable rear
sight. Metalwork with near all original bright blue and case
colours. VGC smooth finish S&W logo grips missing the
screw otherwise ExWO&C B/CLR
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51

57 - WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SHOTGUN
US pump action shotgun, circa 1955. Factory skeet model
with 20” 12g barrel with Cutts compensator/choke system.
The barrel is marked with Winchester address etc. Metalwork has near all bright blue thinning on the underside
where carried. ExC chequered walnut stock with rubber butt
pad fitted. ExWO&C ALR

3
58 - WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SHOTGUN
US pump action, circa 1959. 28” 16g barrel with full choke,
2 ¾” chamber and Winchester markings. Metalwork has
most overall blue thinning towards the chamber and on the
edges. ExC original walnut woodwork complete with original rubber butt pad. VGWO&C ALR

71 - SS FIELD BELT AND BUCKLE
WWII SS enlisted man/NCO belt and buckle. The buckle is
rzm marked as well as 155/40 and SS runes in circle. VGC
black leather belt with 1943 date and makers mark and dark
patina to the buckle. VGC
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59 - WINCHESTER MODEL 1200 SHOTGUN
US pump action shotgun. 29” 12g barrel with full choke, 2
¾” chamber and Winchester markings. Metalwork retains
new all original blue starting to thin on the barrel. VGC
chequered woodwork with minor handling marks and original rubber butt pad. VG-ExWO&C ALR
60 - BERETTA SHOTGUN
Italian pump action silver Pidgeon model shotgun. 28” 12g
full choke barrel with ¾” chamber and foresight fitted. The
frame with Beretta markings. Metalwork with most blue
thinning on the edges. GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR
61 - COMMANDO OVER UNDER SHOTGUN
Turkish Commando brand over & under. 26” .410g blued
ribbed barrels with fibre optic sights. Matte nickel finish on
the receiver and trigger. Metalwork in like new ExC with all
finish. ExC woodwork. ExWO&C ALR
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76 - WWII LUGER PISTOL
Nazi German P08. 4” 9mm cal barrel with original sights.
The chamber dated 1938 and Waffen amt 83 and acceptance
and test proofs. The toggle is marked S/42 (Mauser). Metalwork retains all of its original salt blue and the markings
have been filled white. ExC original walnut grips. All serial
numbers including the magazine are matching. Includes its
correct 1941 dated Waffen amt, makers marked leather holster with extra magazine and Nazi marked stripping tool. An
excellent WWII rig. ExWO&C B/CLR
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64 - NO 1 MKIV FLARE GUN
British WWII alloy flare pistol. Similar to previous but
without flare/bell at the muzzle. ExWO&C NLR

66

65 - MARK III FLARE PISTOL
WWII Australian flare pistol. 5 ¾” brass barrel and frame
with flare at the muzzle. CSR Sydney makers mark 1942
date D ↑ K plus III* markings. Some staining to the blued
parts. Nice aged patina to the brass. VGC grips. VGWO&C
NLE

77 - WALTHER P38
WWII Nazi German pistol. 5” 9mm cal barrel. Slide with
typical machining marks and is marked P38 ac43 (Walther
1943) Waffen amt and acceptance mark. Frame is also
Waffen amt marked. Metalwork has dark overall finish thinning on the grip strap. VGC brown Bakelite grips. External numbers except the post war magazine are matching.
G-VGWO&C B/CLR
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66 - H&K FLARE PISTOL
German Military P2A1 flare pistol. 6” 26.5mm cal round
barrel with near all blued finish. Polymer frame marked SIG
P2A1 H&K BW etc with 1981 date. Includes its green waterproof holster. ExC NLR
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67 - GERMAN SS HELMET
WWII German model 1940 SS single decal helmet. The decal retains about 15% of its finish. The inside lip is maker
marked Q64 DN49-6 and has original leather liner and most
dark green/black paint with some speckling. Complete with
leather chin strap. VGC

70 - SS OFFICERS BELT
WWII German SS Officers brocade belt and buckle. The alloy hollow back buckle with runes and makers mark. The
belt shows quite heavy wear on the edges as bought by the
vendor in Europe in 1976. GC

75- GERMAN MILK JUG ETC
Small China milk jug with Swastika on the base, plus, a
small bowl with Army eagle and a field spoon and fork.
VGC
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63 - NO1 MKIV FLARE GUN
British WWII period 27mm alloy flare pistol. 4 ¾” barrel
with flared muzzle. Nice original grey patina. ExC original
grips with lanyard ring. ExWO&C NLR

69 - SS GORGET
WWII Nazi German SS Gorget as used by K9 units and Anti
Partisan work. Near all black enamel paint missing in a couple of spots each side of the embossed runes. Complete with
chair and felt backing. VGC

73 - KRIEGSMARINE DAGGER
WWII German Naval dagger. 25cm etched blade with
Knights head WKC logo. Brass fitting with white celluloid
grip with wound wire detail. Complete with original brass
scabbard with a couple of small dings. VGC
74 - GERMAN BOWL
WWII German square China bowl. The base with Army eagle, 1940 date and makers mark. 20x20cm GC

62 - H&R SHOTGUN
US H&R/New England Firearms Survivor single shot shotgun. 24” 12g blued barrel and action with near all original
blue. Synthetic forend and thumbhole stock with storage in
the butt and complete with sling. ExWO&C ALR

68 - GERMAN 1940 HELMET
WWII Kriegsmarine helmet with gold eagle decal. Makers
marked SE-64 on the inside rim by the chin strap conector
as well as 339 at the back. The decal retains about 70% finish while the helmets dark green paint is worn to the undercoat over many areas of the helmet. Complete with GC liner
and chin strap. GC

72 - SA DAGGER
WWII German dagger. 22cm blade with E.P & S Soligen
makers mark and Alles fur Deutchland motto. The alloy
type guard is marked with a unit/serial number which is also
matching number on the throat of the scabbard. Good fit of
the guards to the grip with eagle and SA logos. Some loss of
finish to the original brown scabbard. VGC
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78 - TOKAREV TT30 PISTOL
Soviet pre war semi automatic pistol. 4 ¾” 7.62 cal barrel,
the slide with original sights, 1935 date and serial number
which is also matching on the frame and removable back
strap. The frame is also Soviet marked. Metalwork has dark
overall patina with areas of blue and holster wear thinning
to grey. VGC original grips with Soviet Star. G-VGWO&C
B/CLR
79 - COLT M1908 PISTOL
Scarce Shanghai Police issued Colt model 1908 Pocket
Hammerless semi auto pistol, circa 1928. These pistols were
modified by the famous William Fairbairn who was part of
the Shanghai municipal Police. These modifications included a tapped hole for the set screw to disable the safety, flat
spring modification to the slide, lanyard ring and magazine.
3 ¾” .380 acp cal barrel, slide with fixed sights and Colt
address and caliber as well as the Police issue number 354
which is also on the frame underneath Shanghai Municipal
Police marking. Metalwork has near all overall blue showing holster and edge wear. VGC original grips and correct
magazine with modified viewing holes. VGWO&C CLR
80 - CZ 27 PISTOL
WWII Nazi German issued semi automatic pistol. 3 ¾” .32
acp cal barrel. The slide with original sights and is marked
BOHIMICHE WAFFENFABRIK A.G.IN PRAG Pistole
Model 27 kal 7.65. The frame is Waffen amt marked. This
pistol is believed to be a bunker find and the metalwork is
heavily pitted in large areas but retains most blue. Action
works well, ExC original grips. P-FWO&C CLR
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81 - S&W VICTORY REVOLVER
US WWII period double action revolver. 5” .38 S&W cal
barrel marked with Smith & Wesson address, caliber and
patant info. The top strap marked UNITED STATES PROPERTY and the frame with logo. Metalwork with near all
parkerised finish with some slight scratching. GC but original smooth grips with some slight chips and includes lanyard ring. Action is at fault on DA otherwise VGC B/CLR

92 - MI GARAND BOOK
The M1 Garand Post World War II by Duff. Soft cover, 140
pages, B&W photos. Minor scuffing to the cover but is NEW

85

82 - P38 HOLSTER
WWII German break away type leather holster for the
Walther pistol marked cey 4 Wa A920 P38. Some scuffing
to the magazine pouch. VGC

94 - WEIHRAUCH HW60 RIFLE
Good quality German bolt action sporting rifle. 23” .22lr cal
barrel with rear sight removed and threaded for silencer is
marked H Weihrauch etc. Metalwork retains near all original blue finish. VGC chequered walnut stock with custom
bone adornment to the pistol grip. VGWO&C ALR
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83 -TITAN 6 RIFLE
High quality Austrian Roesller sporting bolt action rifle with
interchangable barrel system. Fitted with a 22’ 6.5x55 cal
barrel threaded for a silencer. Also included is a .270 cal
barrel threaded for a silencer. The action features a rotating bolt design and is fitted with a quick detachable Nikon
Monarch 3.5-10 telescopic sight. Metalwork retains near all
original blue finish and has a detachable box magazine. ExC
chequered walnut stock with QD swivel studs. In like new
ExWO&C ALR

84

95- BRNO MODEL 2E RIFLE
Vintage, circa 1993, bolt action sporting rifle. 24” .22lr cal
barrel with silencer fitted and has the original sights (rear
sight removed to fit the scope but is included). Tasco high
country 4-12 paralax adjustable scope fitted. Metalwork
retains near all original blue. ExC original walnut stock
with swivels removed. Includes its 5 shot magazine. VGExWO&C ALR

84 - CZ 550 AMERICAN RIFLE
Czech bolt action sporting rifle. 24” .243 cal barrel threaded
for a silencer. The receiver is marked CZ550 etc and fitted with a Bushnell Trophy 4-12 paralax adjustable scope.
The action has a set trigger and detachable box magazine.
Metalwork retains near all original bright blue finish. ExC
chequered walnut stock with QD swivel studs. In like new
ExWO&C ALR
85 - CZ 527 RIFLE
Czech bolt action sporting rifle. 22” .223 cal barrel with
hammer forge detailing and threaded for a supressor. The
action marked CZ527 EXCLUSIVE etc and has detachable box magazine. Fitted with Redfield Revolution 4-12
telescopic sight. Metalwork retains near all original bright
blue finish. Some loss to the bolt handle. ExC deluxe walnut
stock with ebony accents. QD swivels have been removed.
VG-ExC ALR

96 - BRNO MODEL NO2 RIFLE
Vintage, circa 1965, Czech sporting bolt action rifle. 24”
.22lr cal barrel with fore sight but missing the hood and rear
sight. The receiver with Lyman 3 power scope. Metalwork
with most overall blue thinning on top of the barrel to dark
grey patina in areas. VGC chequered walnuts with swivels
stock and has 10 shot magazine. G-VGWO&C ALR
97 - WEIHRAUCH MAGAZINES
Two 5 shot .22lr magazines to suit the HW60 or similar.
VGC

86
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98 - CZ 22 MAGAZINE
Five shot steel magazine to suit the BRNO/CZ Bolt action
.22 lr rifles. VGC

86 - SAKO FORESTER
Vintage Finish bolt action hunting rifle. 22” .308 cal barrel
with original fore sight but the rear has been removed and
is marked Sako Forester etc. The receiver has vintage Bushnell scope fitted. Metalwork has near all original blue to the
action and most to the barrel which thins to grey at the muzzle. VGC original chequered wooden stock. GWO&C ALR

99 - BUSHNELL ELITE SCOPE
Japanese made 3-9x4 model 3200 telescopic sight. Matte
black finish, a few handling marks otherwise VGC
100 - WEAVER SCOPE
Japanese made classic model 3-9x38 telescopic sight with
matte finish. VGC
94

87 - SHULTZ AND LARSEN M65 RILFE
Danish Vintage sporting bolt action rifle. 24” .270 cal original barrel with original sights. The receiver marked Schultz
and Larsen Rifle Company Otterup Denmark M65. Metalwork has most original blue with some scratching and
turning plum colour on the action with Weaver bases. GC
chequered woodwork with custom bone adornment to the
pistol grip and fitted with rubber butt plate. GWO&C ALR
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88 - TWO GUN BOOKS
Complete guide to the M1 Garand and the M1 carbine by
Canfield. Large format, hard cover, B&W photos. American
Premier Gunmakers by Kirkland, large format, hard cover
and colour photos. VGC
89 - M14 BOOK
The Last Steel Warrior - US M14 Rifle by Lannamico. Soft
cover, large format. In original shrink wrap. NEW
90 - RADOM BOOK
VIS RADOM A Study of Photogarphic Album of Polands
Finest Pistol by York. Hard cover, large format, B&W photos with 250 pages. NEW
91 - MILITARY RIFLE BOOK
Collecting Classic Bolt Action Military Rifles by Scarlata.
Hard cover, large format, B&W photos, 270 pages. NEW

93 - ANSCHUTZ MODEL 54 RIFLE
High quality vintage German bolt action hunting/sporting
rifle. 24” .22lr cal barrel with original sights. The receiver
with Ulm address West Germany and fitted with period
Pecar scope. Metalwork has near all original blue. VGC
chequered woodwork with some minor handling scratches.
VGWO&C ALR

102
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101 - REMINGTON NEW MODEL ARMY REV
Antique US Militalry Civil War percussion revolver. 8” .44
cal octagonal barrel with screw in foresight and marked
PATENTED SEPT 14 1858/E. REMINGTON & SOLS, ILLION, NEW YORK, USA/NEW MODEL the serial number
in the 106,000 range and is located underneath the rammer.
Metalwork has dark original patina with some holster pinpricking towards the front of the barrel. Military Inspectors
D marking is located on the trigger guard and barrel which
also has a M inspection mark. The grips appear to be original or a period replacement but do not have the cartouche or
inspectors mark. VGWO&C NLR
102 - STARR MODEL 1858 REVOLVER
US Military Civil War period Starr Arms Company model
1858 double action percussion revolver. 5” .44 cal barrel,
6 shot round cylinder. The frame marked STARR ARMS
CO NEW YORK as well as patent information on the other
side. Metalwork has dark overall plum coloured patina. The
original grips with inspectors mark and 5 notches on the
right hand side. VGWO&C NLR
103 - STARR MODEL 1863 REVOLVER
Scarce US Civil War, circa 1863-65, single action revolver.
8” .44 cal barrel the frame with Patent markings & New
York address. Metalwork has dark grey cleaned patina with
areas of pin pricking. VGC original walnut grip with inspectors mark. GWO&C NLR
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104 - REMINGTON - BEALS NO1 REVOLVER
Antique percussion, circa 1857-58, model 5 shot pocket revolver. 3” octagonal .31 cal barrel marked F.BEALS’ PATENT JUNE 24 ‘56 & MAY 26 ‘57 and has dovetailed silver
foresight. The top strap is marked REMINGTON ILION.
N.Y. Metalwork has nice crisp edges with areas of blue to
the barrel and frame, the trigerguard retains nearly all its
nickel silver finish. ExC original gutta percha smooth grips.
Less than 5,000 of these revolvers were made making this
an unusual and desirable gun for the Remington collector.
VG-ExWO&C NLR
105 - REMINGTON - BEALS NO3 REVOLVER
US Antique percussion pocket model 5 shot revolver, circa 1859-60. 4” .31 cal octagonal barrel with dovetail silver foresight and is marked BEALS PAT: 1856, 57 & 58
MANUFACTURED BY REMINGTONS’ ILLION, N.Y.
Smooth round cylinder with roll engraved scene. Retaining faint blue to the spur trigger frame with speckled patina.
ExC original chequered gutta percha grips. Only 1000-1500
of these were made making this a desirable addition for the
Remington collector. VGWO&C NLR

113 - PPS 43 SUBMACHINE GUN
Soviet WWII Soviet S.M.G. 9 ½” 7.62x25 cal barrel with
ventilated shroud with original sights. The receiver marked
behind the chamber with ordnance C mark and 1945 date.
Metalwork has most original Military finish, steel overfolding stock. VGC original chequered grips also with the C
logo. Includes its 35 shot magazine. ExWO&C CLR

104
105

114 - MG34 BELT DRUMS AND CARRIER
WWII black steel twin vehicle belt drum carrier dated 43
and code marked euh. Contains two green 50R belt drum
holders each containing a 50R link. VGC

106

115 - MG34 CASE CATCHER
WWII German spent case catcher for the 8mm machine
gun. Green canvas with leather piping. Aged grease staining
to the canvas. GC

107
108
109

106 - FRENCH CABALRY SABRE
French light cavalry sabre model AN.XI, 1800, as used by
the Cheraux Legers Lancies 1811-15 and The Mounted
Jaegers 1809-12. 84cm curved blade with fullers 7/8 of the
blade which has dark patina. The brass hilt has a three strand
guard and leather strapped grooved handle complete with
steel scabbard. VGC

114

118 - PPSH DRUM MAGAZINE
71R 7.62x25 cal magazine for the PPSH41 S.M.G, plus, its
original webbing pouch. VGC

120 - STEN MAGAZINE
Unissued in original grease paper 9mm sten SMG magazine. ExC

112

108 - SWEDISH M1899 SWORD
Swedish Military Artillery Officers sword. 80cm spear point
blade with fuller on each side of the blade and marked H.H?
at the base. Brass guards and fittings with unit marking 2/
a1 No14. The shagreen has gone from the wooden grip but
the wire wrap is intact and some minor staining to the blade
complete with steel scabbard with unit mark 3.A.R.713
No11. VGC

121 - SUOMI DRUM MAGAZINE
Scarce 70R 9mm drum magazine for the model 31 S.M.G.
Near all original blued finish and SA marked. ExC

113
111

109 - FRENCH NAPOLEONIC DRESS SWORD
Officers dress sword. 67cm triangular blade with etched design near the hilt, retains most gilt and is marked with the
Napoleonic N which has been drilled through the center. GC
110 - MG34 MACHINE GUN
WWII Nazi German machine gun. 28” 8mm cal barrel with
flash hider, sights and ventilated shroud. The chamber code
marked dot 1943 (Brunn plant Czechoslovakia)and it has
also been English proof marked. The feed cover is code
marked bpr (Jhannes Grossfuss Saxony). The rear of the
receiver is Waffen amt WaA63. The serial number on the
lower half of the gun, feed cover and above the chamber
match, the butt stock has a different number but is correct
Bakelite dark brown type with war time suffix. VGC dark
brown Bakelite grips. Metalwork has near all parkerised finish. The bipod is without Waffen amt and is most likely a
post war replacement. ExWO&C CLR Est. $6000 -$7000

112 - PPSH 41 SUBMACHINE GUN
Soviet WWII era S.M.G. 10 ½” 7.62x25 cal barrel with
ventilated shroud and original sights. Marked with 3 arsenal
mark and 1943 date. Metalwork has near all Military black
blued finish. Serial numbers on the receiver, stock and trigger guard are matching. VGC original wooden stock with
dark stain. Includes its 71R drum magazine. ExWO&C CLR

117 - MG 34/42 LINK
100R link plus a 1940 dated and Waffen amt marked starter
tab for the German Machine guns. VGC

119 - PPS43 MAGAZINE
35R stick magazine for the Soviet S.M.G. All original blue
finish. ExC

107 - GERMAN MODEL 1873 SABRE
WWI German Artillery Sabre. 76cm blade with twin fullers
and the spine with W16 proof for 1916 the steel guard has a
unit mark 4.R.R.12.36 and on the otherside a 1920 reissue
date. GC wooden grips and includes its black steel scabbard
with different unit markings. VGC

111 - RUSSIAN DP MACHINEGUN
WWII Soviet light machine gun. 23 ¾” 7.62x54R cal barrel
with original flash hider and sights. The receiver is dated
1944 and has original pan magazine. Metalwork with near
all arsenal blue finish. VGC woodwork. Missing the bipod.
ExWO&C CLR

116- MG34 ACTION COVER
Canvas and leather WWII action cover for the German machine gun. Includes its original steel clip. VGC

122 - IRISH CONTRACT SMLE NO4 RIFLE
A desirable ex Irish Military contract No4 MK2 SMLE. 25”
.303 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug the receiver is marked NO4 MK2 (F) with December 1954 date.
Metalwork retains all original finish. ExC original beech
wood stock complete with swivels and original magazine
and original ‘stores’ serial number tag. This gun is part of a
batch sold in the early 90’s that were unissued in the original
grease paper. The paper has been removed but the gun has
never been used and is in as issued ExWO&C ALR
123 - NO4 LEE ENFIELD RIFLE
British Military WWII period NO4 MKI* SMLE. 25” .303
cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver
with apperture sight and marked UNITED STATES PROPERTY S NO4 MKI* for US lend lease programme and savage make, bolt and receiver are matching numbers. Metalwork has near all original parkerised finish. VGC original
woodwork with alloy butt plate complete with original sling
and magazine. VGWO&C ALR

123

124 - THAI LEE ENFIELD RIFLE
A Thai/Siamese contract Military issue SMLE No 1 MKIII
rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel with original sights. The wrist is
marked BSA & 10 and on the other side with Thai inscription and lions head. Part of a 10,000 rifle contract during
the 1920’s. Metalwork has most overall blue. GC woodwork
which has been refinished at some point. Complete with
stock discs and swivels. GWO&C ALR

122

125

125 - LEE ENFIELD MUSKET
An unusual Indian variant of the MKIII SMLE. 25” .410
guage barrel with original sights. The wrist is marked
Ishapore 1912 SHT LE III. The magazine is correctly filled
for single shot. Metalwork with dark patina. Original woodwork with handling dings. Complete with sling. GWO&C
ALR

6
126 - 07’ HOODED QUILLION BAYONET
Rare variant of the SMLE 1907 sword bayonet with hooked
quillion. 43 ½ cm blade with ↑ plus ordnance and N marking on one side, the other with Royal Cypher 1907 and 9’09
date EFD? Some staining to the blade and chipping to the
wood grips. The hilt with number markings. Without scabbard. GC

126

130

127 - ‘07 BAYONET
British Military WWI SMLE bayonet. 43cm blued blade
with ordnance marks and SANDERSON marks as well as
8 15 date. Some chipping to the grips. VGC scabbard. VGC

130 - SMITH AND WESSON AIRWEIGHT .38SPCL
US Smith & Wesson Model 38 airweight Body Guard double action revolver. 2” .38 special cal barrel. Alluminium
J frame with concealed hammer and S&W markings. Metalwork retains near all original Bright blue. ExC original
chequered walnut logo grips. Complete with non matching number S&W box and original paperwork. In like new
ExWO&C CLR

137 - ROMANIAN ARMS
Cold war era variant of the AK47 assault rifle. 7.62x39 cal
barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. Folded steel receiver with 3 postition selector and 1991 date. Metalwork
with near all original finish. VGC laminated forend and faux
wood pistol grip. Steel folding wire stock and 30 shot magazine ExWO&C CLR

131

128 - SOVIET SVT BAYONET
Scarce bayonet for the Soviet WWII era SVT40 semi auto
rifle. 21cm blued blade with ordnance marks. Some pitting
around the hilt and guard. Two serial numbers on the wooden grip. Complete with scabbard and frog. GC
129 - STEYR M95 BAYONET
Bayonet for the Mannlicher M1895 Military rifle. 24cm Single edge polished blade with ordnance/makers mark. Twin
rivets on guard. VGC wooden grips. Complete with steel
scabbard. VGC

136 - MICRO GALIL
Isreali Military Industries assault rifle. 9” 5.56mm/.223 cal
barrel with original muzzle break. The receiver with original iron sights and ambitextrous 3 position selector as well
as IMI markings. Metalwork retains near all original finish.
ExC plastic furniture with side folding stock and 30R magazine in like new ExWO&C CLR

132

138 - VIETNAM AK47
Chinese manufacture, circa Vietnam period, AK47. 16”
7.62x39 cal barrel with original sights. The receiver is
milled steel type and is marked with 66 state arsenal mark
and Chinese characters. Metalwork has most thinning original blue. VGC original wooden stock complete with folding bayonet sling and 30 shot magazine. These Vietnam era
bring backs are not often incountered in working condition
as most were deactivated and this is one of the best examples we have encounted. VG-ExWO&C CLR

133
134

135

139 - AK47 MAGAZINE
Eastern European 30 shot 7.62x39 cal magazine. Near all
original blue. ExC

137

140 - AK47 MAGAZINE
Same as previous lot. ExC

131 - WALTHER TP PISTOL
A scarce German semi automatic pocket pistol, circa 1968.
2 ½” .25acp cal barrel with original foresight and the slide
with grooved rear sight and is marked with the Walther banner and Ulm address etc. Metalwork retains nearly all original blue with slight wear to the edges of the slide near the
muzzle. VGC original plastic grips with blue and gold logo.
A seldom seen for sale pocket pistol. ExWO&C CLR
132 - WALTHER M8 PISTOL
Desirable German Weimar period Walther pocket pistol. 3”
.25acp cal barrel, slide with intergral fixed sights. Marked
Walther’s Patent mod 8 banner logo and Zella - Mehlis address. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue. ExC
original grips with 6.35 in blue and gold inlay on one side
of the grips. Hard to find a better example. ExWO&C CLR

141 - 40R AK47 MAGAZINE
Eastern Euroupe polymer 7x39 cal magazine. In like new
ExC.
142 - CUSTOM AR15 RIFLE
NZ custom 15 M4A CARBINE AR15. Receiver with US
VLTOR Weapon systems upper receiver and full length
handguard with integral rails. 12 ½” 5.56mm cal Daniel
defence barrel. Metalwork with near all original finish. A2
style butt stock, Hogue grip and 30 shot P mag. In unfired
ExWO&C ELR

138

143 - SPIKES TACTICAL AR15
US model ST15 semi auto rifle. 16” .223 cal stainless steel
bull barrel. Flat top receiver with rail which is also on the
gas block. Ambidextrous charging handle and safety switch.
Metalwork retains near all original. Alloy forend, thumbhole stock and 7R magazine. In like new ExWO&C ALR

143

133 - ORTIGIES PISTOL
German Weimar period, circa 1922-32 pocket pistol. 2 ¾”
.25acp cal barrel, the slide with integral sights is marked
Ortgies patent Deutche Werke Werk Erfurt. Metalwork
retains near all original blue which shows slight wear to
the leading edges. ExC original grips with company logo.
ExWO&C CLR
134 - ASTRA CUB PISTOL
Good quality Spanish pocket/vest pistol. 2” .25 acp cal barrel, the slide with integral sights and Astra address and caliber. Metalwork has near all original blue with slight holster
wear to the muzzle. ExC original plastic ASTRA CUB logo
grips. ExWO&C CLR
135 - AKSU74 ASSAULT RIFLE
Soviet ‘Krinkov’ compact version of the AK74. 15” 7.62x39
cal barrel with flash hider and original sights. Folded steel
receiver with 3 position selector and marked with 1990 date
and Soviet Star arsenal mark. Metalwork has near all original finish. ExC original laminated forend and brown plastic
pistol grip and magazine. Steel side folding stock. In as issued ExWO&C

Estimates - Although we do not print most estimated prices
we will be happy to provide them for you. Please contact
Greg on +64 9 579-3771

142

147
144

145

144 - JR CARBINE
US AR15 style carbine. 16” .45acp cal barrel flat top receiver with multi rail handguard. Metalwork with near all
original finish. Thumbhole/draganov type stock. Modified
7R Glock magazine. ExWO&C ALR
145 - L1A1 RIFLE
Ex NZ Military SLR. 25” .308 cal barrel with flash hider
and bayonet lug. Receiver with original sights and Lithgow
‘63 prefix. Metalwork has dark grey patina. Original woodwork with handling dings. Correct green plastic carry handle. Missing magazine otherwise GWO&C ELR
146 - L1A1 RIFLE
Ex NZ Military SLR. 22” .308 cal barrel with flash hider
machined off. Receiver with original sights and has a scope
rail and scope fitted to the dust cover. Lithgow 63 manufacture and woodwork has dark grey patina. Synthetic forend &
thumbhole stock. Has 20 shot magazine. F-GWO&C ELR
147 - NORINCO SKS RIFLE
Chinese detachable magazine variant of the SKS rifle. 16”
7.62x39 cal barrel with original sights and folding bayonet.
The receiver with Norinco markings. Metalwork has most
overall blue with some pitting on the barrel towards the
muzzle. VGC original wooden stock. Includes its sling and
30 shot magazine. VGWO&C ELR

7
148 - SLR ACCESSORIES
Two 20 shot magazines, two 7 shot magazines, plus a dust
cover, gas tube, rod and spring. GC

160 - UZI BARREL
9mm UZI S.M.G barrel, 10” approximate length with
threaded end. In as new ExC.

149 - SKS STOCK
Synthetic ATI brand SKS stock with pistol grip and handguard. VGC

161 - UZI 25R MAGAZINE
25 Shot 9mm SMG magazine. Parkerised finish, in like new
ExC.

154

150 - SKS ACCESSORIES
Bag lot containing three cut down detachable 5 or 7 shot
magazine for the AK47 or SKS, plus 10 stripper clips, dust
cover, cleaning kit, sling and an aftermarked forend and
muzzle break. GC

162 - H&K P9S PISTOL
German semi auto pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel, slide with fixed
sights and marked HK P9S Heckler & Koch etc. Metalwork
retains near all original blued finish and black polymer
frame and grips. ExWO&C B/CLR
156

151 - L1A1 FOREND
Wooden forend for the SLR. Variant with rectangular vents
and ↑ marked, includes screw. VGC

163 - WALTHER P88 PISTOL
Scarce German semi auto pistol. 3 ¾” 9mm cal barrel slide
with Walther banner and P88 combat markings and fixed
sights. Metalwork retains nearly all original blued and matte
finishes. ExC original plastic grips. Complete with original
cardboard box and extra magazine and instructions. In as
new ExWO&C CLR

152 - .308 BREN/L1A1 MAGAZINE
30 Shot L4 Bren magazine. Also fits the L1A1 etc. Stamped
I ↑ D MAGAZINE 7.62MM 3A IMGIA. Most overall blue
finish. VGC

154 - BERETTA MODEL 12S
A very rare Italian submachine gun, circa 1980’s. 8” 9mm
cal barrel, the tubular receiver with original adjustable front
sight and flip over rear sight. Marked P.M.-BERETTA MOD
12-S-CAL 9M/M Parabellum. Trigger group with 3 position
selector and finger operated grip safety. Metalwork retains
near all its original commercial grade black finish. ExC
original plastic grips and steel side folding stock. Complete
with its original 40R magazine. These SMG’s came to fame
during the Tet Offensive in 1968 when the Marines guarding the US embasy in Saigon defended the assault by the
Viet Cong. This is the first of these we have had for sale in
over a decade and is an unique opportunity for the advanced
submachine gun collector. In as new ExWO&C CLR Est.
$8000 - $10000

159 - UZI MAGAZINE
Similar to previous lot but shows very slight wear. ExC

166 - WALTHER P22
German semi auto pistol. 6” .22lr cal barrel threaded for a
silencer. Slide with original marked Walther P22 etc with
Ulm Germany address, black polymer frame. Includes a silencer and two extra magazines and box. VGWO&C B/CLR
167 - WALTHER G22 RIFLE
German semi automatic bull pup rifle. 25” .22lr cal barrel
fitted with silencer and original sights. The receiver with
integral carry handle is fitted with 6 power scope. Synthetic
thumbhole stock has factory laser sight and extra magazine
stored in the butt. ExWO&C ALR

163

168 - EXCELL ARMS ACCELERATOR RIFLE
US bull pup MR22 semi automatic rifle. 18” .22 MAGNUM
cal fluted stainless steel barrel. The receiver with full length
scope rail and is fitted with a 3-9x50. Illuminated reticle
scope. Synthetic thumbhole stock with 10 shot magazine
inside the pistol grip. Includes an extra 10 shot magazine.
ExWO&C

164

156 - MP5 SUBMACHINE GUN
A Pakistan ordnance factories (POF) built under license
from Heckler and Koch SMG. 10” 9mm cal barrel. The receiver with original hooded fore sight and diopter rear. The
top is marked POF MP5 06. Polymer receiver with right
hand side, 3 position selector - safe, semi and full auto. Metalwork retains near all original finish fitted with telescopic
butt stock and has original 30 shot magazine in as new unissued ExWO&C CLR

158 - UZI MAGAZINE
32 Shot 9mm UZI S.M.G magazine, dark grey parkerised
finish in like new ExC.

165 - BERETTA 92S PISTOL
Italian 9mm semi auto pistol. 5” 9mm cal barrel, slide with
fixed sight and Gardone address. Blue finish thinning and
holster wear to the slide. GC original grips. Includes 4 extra
15 shot magazines. GWO&C B/CLR

162

155 - H&K VP70 MACHINE PISTOL
A rare and seldom offered for sale German select fire pistol.
4 ½” 9mm cal barrel. The slide with original ramped fore
sight and fixed rear is marked MOD VP ‘70 HECKLER &
KOCH GMBH OBENDORF/N etc. The frame is polymer
and is noteably the first polymer pistol made. Metalwork retains near all its original matte finish thinning on a few edges. Includes its original stock/holster with selector switch
from single to 3 round burst. Some loss of finish to the base
of the magazine. Includes its original box with holster and
webbing attachments. ExWO&C CLR

157 - MINI UZI S.M.G
Isreali Military Industries compact 9mm submachine gun. 7
½” 9mm barrel with compensator ports. The receiver with
original sights and marked MINI UZI 9MM and 3 position
selector. Metalwork has most original finish but shows handling marks and wear on the leading edges. VGC original
plastic furniture, steel folding stock and includes its 32R
magazine. VGWO&C CLR

164 - STOEGER LUGER PISTOL
US made modern American Eagle Luger pistol. 6” 9mm
stainless steel barrel and action with fixed sights. Metalwork
is in ExC without scratches. ExC walnut grips. Includes box
and extra magazine. In as new unused ExWO&C B/CLR

157

153 - L1A1 MAGAZINE
20 Shot .308 cal SLR magazine. Most black paint finish.
VGC

169 - GEVARM RIFLE
French model A3 semi automatic rifle. 21” .22lr cal barrel
with original sights and markings. Metalwork retains nearly
all original blued finish. ExC original wooden stock. One of
the nicest examples of these popular open bolt rifles we have
encountered. ExWO&C ALR

166

168

167
169

170 - TISDALL .410 SHOTGUN
Rare vintage .410 side by side shotgun, circa late 19th century. 30” .410g damascus twist barrels marked W.H TISDALL
BIRMINGHAM. Back action hammer lock with foliate engraving. Metalwork has thin brown finish to the barrels and
slightly stained patina to the action. VGC chequered walnut
stock with original hard rubber butt plate. William Tisdall
imigrated to NZ in 1890 where he was a gunmaker in Wellington. Early English .410g shotguns are seldom seen for
sale. G-VGWO&C ALR

170

8
171 - ALEXANDER HENRY DOUBLE RIFLE
Antique, circa late 19th Century, double rifle. 30” .450 black
powder express caliber damascus twist barrels, marked
ALEX R HENRY EDINBURGH AND LONDON PATENT NO 3043 MAKER TO THEIR ROYAL HIGHNESS
THE PRINCE OF WALES AND DUKE OF EDINBURGH.
The underside is marked with London proofs, serial number 3934 AH on both barrels as well as patent information.
The barrel with central rib has two position rear sight and
sling swivel. The back action lock is marked with matching
serial numbers and is profusely engraved with fine foliate
and borderline designs as well as ALEX R HENRY. Metalwork has nice original patina to the damascus barrels and
traces of original case colours to the action. Semi pistol grip
chequered walnut stock and forend with engraved steel butt
plate and fittings. Some handling dings to the woodwork.
Contained in its red baize lined oak case with ebony three
piece cleaning rod, pewter oil bottle, ebony jar with primers, a vintage Kynoch metal packet of 20 cartridges plus an
unopened 5 round paper packet. VGWO&C ALR

177 - ANTIQUE BULLET MOULDS
Four antique round bull single bullet moulds. One is marked
NO 13 WD another 12 with a serial number. The third
marked 13 and one is unmarked. Plus a repro 44 double
cavity pistol mould for Colt or similar. GC

173

179 - OIL BOTTLE
Modern English silver/chrome plated square oil bottle as
found in top English case guns marked Made In England.
ExC
180 - PEWTER OIL BOTTLE
Small cylindrical oil bottle as found in cased handguns.
Without makers marks, plus, a small ebony screw driver.
VGC

172 - JOSEPH LANG ROOK RIFLE
Antique, circa late 19th Century, single shot Rook Rifle by
Joseph Long. 26” blued steel octagonal to round .250 rook
caliber barrel with raised dovetail foresight and 3 position
leaf rear sight. Marked JOSEPH LANG AND SON 102
NEW BOND ST LONDON, W and .250 on the chamber.
The action with thumb side release is borderline engraved
and retains near all bright case colors. ExC chequered walnut stock with ebony tip on the forend, silver escucheon on
the underside and case hardened cap on the grip. Contained
in its original blue baize lined leather case with oil bottle
cleaning rod, turnscrew, sling and ammunition. ExWO&C
ALR

181 - LEWIS 24 BORE SHOTGUN
A seldom seen and nice quality English 24 bore shotgun by
GE LEWIS, late 19th Century. 29” Damascus twist barrels
with Birmingham proof marks. Sidelock action is marked
G.E Lewis and foliate engraved. ExC chequered walnut
stock and forend. VG-ExWO&C ALR
181

175 - ANTIQUE GUN CASE
Wooden gun case to suit Flintlock/percussion rifle or fowling piece. Has brass D ring handle and stop hinges. The lock
and key are present but need to be attached. No partitions
or lining. GC
176 - SHOT BAGS
Three antique leather shot bags for flintlock or percussion fowling pieces. All adjustable top and one is marked
Hawkesly. GC

182 - HIGGINS 20G SHOTGUN
Vintage US side by side J Higgins shotgun made for retailer
Sears & Roebuck Company. 26” 20g blued barrels and case
colour hardened action retain near all original finish. VGC
faux wood synthetic furniture similar to the Remington nylon 66. VGWO&C ALR

172

173- PERCUSSION RIFLE/PUNT GUN
Antique, circa mid 1800’s, percussion single barrel rifle
with extra punt gun barrel. The makers name is on the fowling barrel but is hard to make out but appears to be William Pirrie Aberdeen. The damascus steel rifle barrel is of a
very large (approximately .75) caliber and is of octagonal to
round design with twin position rear sight and Birmingham
proof marks. The 32” shot barrel is 10 bore for use as a punt
gun and is in the same style as the rifle barrel. The action is
engraved with foliate designs. Metalwork has twin brown
finish to the barrels and grey patina to the action and fittings.
The walnut chequered stock with engraved steel mount extending into pineapple finial has a couple of repairs at the
edge and back side of the locks. Missing ramrods. GWO&C
NLR
174 - WESTLEY RICHARDS PINFIRE SHOTGUN
Antique English double barrel pin fire fowling piece. 28 ½”
12 bore pinfire damascus browned barrels marked BOND
ST LONDON. The underside with Birmingham proofs and
13. The barrels have most brown finish with a thumbnail
section of pin pricking under the forend. The action with
Dolphin style hammers is fully foliate engraved and with
faint case colours as well as blue to the trigger guard. Both
sides of the locks marked WESTLEY RICHARDS and the
inside is Birmingham proofed. The serial number in the
5,000 range is on the lower tag. VGC walnut butt stock with
chequered wrist, steel but plate and silver escucheon without initials. The forend with silver cross pin escucheon and
horn tip. Contained in a leather bound case with green baize
lining and some partitions missing. Included is a three piece
rod, two reloading tools and a turn screw. VGWO&C NLR

178 - ANTIQUE CASE ACCESSORIES
Bag lot containing a Cocher patent 12 bore reloading tool,
Ebony turn screw and punch plus a steel 12 wad cutting
punch and powder dippers. GC

183 - BAYARD SHOTGUN
Belgian Bayard 16g Side by Side shotgun, 27 ½” ribbed barrel with makers mark and swivel. Metalwork with most blue
on the barrels and dark grey patina on the box lock action
with double triggers. GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR
184 - CZ 16G SHOTGUN
Side by side Czech shotgun. 27” 16g blued barrels and twin
trigger action. Metalwork has most thinning blue. VGC
woodwork with swivels and rubber butt pad. G-VGWO&C
ALR

182

183

174

185

186

185 - INLAND M1 CARBINE PARATROOPER .30M1
Rare WWII Paratrooper folding stock version of the M1 carbine. 18” .30 carbine caliber barrel with original sights and
marked INLAND MFG DN. GENERAL MOTORS 8-43
(August 1943). The chamber is marked US CARBINE CAL
.30M1. The rear of the receiver is marked INLAND DIV
with correct early flip up type and the serial number in the
814,000 range is correct for this model. Metalwork has dark
overall blue with some areas of pinpricking to the barrel.
VGC original steel side folding stock with correct leather
cheek rest with hollow back type rivets. The butt plate is
correctly marked B257614 and with sunburst. VGC original
wooden stock with number 39 on the pistol grip. Complete
with original sling, oiler and 15 shot magazine. Originals of
this model are seldom seen and very desirable for the WWII
collector. VGWO&C CLR Est. $5000 - $6000
186 - 1928 A1 THOMPSON S.M.G
US made WWII Submachine gun. 10 ½” .45 acp cal fluted
barrel fitted with original cutts compensator and sight. The
receiver with early type Lyman adjustable sight. Marked
US Model of 1928A1 and with Savage manufacture prefix as well as Thompson logo, markings, patents and auto
ordnance address. Metalwork retains nearly all of its original parkerised finish, upper and lower receiver numbers are
matching. ExC original woodwork. ExWO&C CLR
187 - THOMPSON DRUM MAGAZINE
US WWII period 50R L drum magazine to suit the Thompson 1928 SMG. Marked with loading instructions and Seymour Products Co manufature details. Most overall original
blue thinning on the edges and some pin prick marks near
the centre. VGC

9
188 - THOMPSON 32R DRUM MAGAZINE
Unusual modern 32R variant of the L drum for the M1928
S.M.G. Auto ordnance markings. Near all original blued finish. VGC
189 - THOMPSON MAGAZINES
US Military mark 5 cell canvas olive coloured pouch containing 5x20 shot magazines for the S.M.G. Auto ordnance
manufacture and retain near all blued finish. ExC

201 - VICKERS BOOK
“The Grand Old Lady of No Man’s Land by Goldsmith.
This collector grade book is an excellent reference book.
Hard cover, large format and B&W photos, 568 pages. ExC
202 - VICKERS MACHINE GUN TAP
Reproduction brass water tap for the Vickers MG. ExC

190

203 - COLT BISLEY REVOLVER
A fine cased example of the Colt Bisley model flat top target
revolver, circa 1900. 7 ½” .455 Eley cal barrel with correct
target front sight. Colt Hartford address on the top and Bisley model 455 Eley on the side. The flat top frame has correct dovetail rear sight and two line patent dates Metalwork
has most original blue plus traces of case colours on the
hammer. ExC original hard rubber grips also with rampant
horse logo. Cased in its VGC green baize lined case with
some chips on the inner lip. Colt Picadilly Circus trade label
in the lid plus brass oil bottle, cleaning rod, screw driver and
a copy of the Colt factory letter. This is a very rare Colt single action with only a total production of 976 and only 196
in this caliber! A unique opportunity for the Colt collector.
ExWO&C B/CLR Est. $9,000-$12,000

190 - 1921 THOMPSON MAGAZINES
Four correct patent date magazines for the Colt 1921
Thompson. Contained in a hand tooled magazine pouch
marked SAPD (San Antonio Police Department). VGC
191 - EARLY THOMPSON MAGAZINES
Four early 20R magazines made by S.W CO (Stewart Warner Co) and one by United Specialties Stamping Company.
VGC
192 - RARE THOMPSON MAGAZINES
Two extremley rear 20R ‘patent date’ magazines showing
the stamping errors on the original 1921 production. One
showing the error and the other with correct date. ExC
193 - VICKERS MACHINE GUN
A rare and desirable .303 cal MKI smooth jacket Vickers
belt fed machine gun. The rear of the Jacket is marked VSM
(Vickers Sons & Maxim) ↑ ordnance mark and H prefix serial number. Believed to be manufactured Woolich Arsenal at
Erith in Kent England late 1918. The brass feed mechanism
is marked cover V.S.M & .303. The receiver with original
sight. Metalwork has near all original blued finish. VGC
original wooden grips complete with brushes, one is a later
replacement. Comes complete mounted on its original early
type brass and steel tripod. Included with the gun is its original wooden transit case which has been carefully internally
restored. The case is marked Nepal training gun (Gurkha)
Nepalese contingent Nepal. Complete with all internals,
cleaning rod, spare barrel and oil tin. The cooling can is a
correct shell oil type which were used and the hose is the
correct original non perished rubber with original fittings.
Also included is an ExC No8 model 250R belt box with a
250R belt fully loaded with .303 ball dummy rounds. This
great set would really enhance any gun room ExWO&C
CLR Est. $10000 - $13000

193,194,195,196 & 198

204

204 - COLT 1911A1 PISTOL
A very fine example of an early commercial Colt 1911A1
pistol, circa 1932. 5”.45acp cal barrel. The slide with original sights. Left hand side is marked with Colt Hartford address, the right hand side is marked COLT Automatic calibre
45 and rampant horse as well as the original owners details
W.D. LEWIS. The frame is marked Government Model and
C prefix serial number. Metalwork is in excellent condition
retaining almost all of its original bright blue. ExC chequered dark walnut grips and original magazine. Contained in
a contemporary case with period oil bottle and ammuntion.
WD LEWIS 1900-94 was an employee of Westinghouse
corporation and worked with atomic power plants before
retiring to NZ. ExWO&C B/CLR Est. $5000 - $7000

203

194 - VICKERS BELT BOX
No 10, tinned plate type, belt box for the Vickers MG as
used by armoured vehicles from the 1930’s. Near all original cream coloured paint and marked BOX. BELT. VICKER. 303 M.G. NO10. Contains a fully loaded belt of .303
dummy rounds. ExC NLR
195 - VICKERS AMMUNITION
An unopened and sealed No7 model 250R belt box containing fully loaded .303 ball for the Vickers MG. ExC ALR

205

196 - VICKERS AMMUNITION
Similar lot, incase you run out! ExC ALR
197 - VICKERS CLOTH BELT
MK3 Stripless machine gun belt. Made by T French & Sons
LTD and dated April 1940. ExC
198 - VICKERS OIL CONTAINER
ExC large oil container for the Vickers machine gun. Tinned
plate construction with brass attachments contained in its
hard leather cover, stamped NO3 PI 1943 and company
stamp. ExC
199 - VICKERS SIGHT BAR
Vickers machine gun unissued foresight deflection bar. In its
original kahki carry case. In as issued ExC
200 - VICKERS BARREL COVER
An insulated, lined brown canvas cover for the Vickers MG
with leather case. Used to handle the gun when the water
jacket became to hot. ExC

206

205 -WOGDON & BARTON DUELLING PISTOLS
Cased pair of Duelling Pistols by one of Englands finest
makers, circa early 1800s. 9 ½” large 28 bore octagonal
swamped barrels marked in script Wogdon & Barton London. The foresights are dovetail type and in gold, as are the
touch holes. The lock plates are also marked Wogdon &
Barton and feature half cock safeties. Metalwork has most
browned finish to the barrels and some case colouring to the
locks and cocks. Full stock walnut stocks with flatened sides
to the grips. The steel mounts are engraved with stand of
flags design extending in to pineapple finials. Contained in
their mahogany case with D ring handle and green baize lining. The case contains a Sykes medicine bottle style copper
and brass three way flask, pincer mould, spring clamb, brush
and rod. Wogdon was considered one of the first makers of
duelling pistols and renowned for their balance and quality.
ExWO&C NLR Est. $35000 - $40000
206 - OTAGO PRIZE RIFLE
NZ Maori War Period Prize Rifle. Awarded to Sergeant
Albert Devore of the Otago Volunteer Artillery Regiment.
Military pattern percussion short rifle by George Daw of
London. 33”.577 cal rifled barrel with original sights and
bayonet bar. The flat top section is marked GEORGE H
DAW 57 THREADNEEDLE ST LONDON. The rear sight
is marked to 400 yards on the bed and 900 on the leaf. The
lock plate is marked G.H. DAW and features borderline engraving and sunburst designs on the screws. Metalwork has
nice original patina with thin case colours to the action. ExC
chequered walnut stock with steel barrel bands and swivels.
The steel triggerguard is borderline engraved and features a
chequered finger rest. The stock has a silver shield prize inlay with the following inscription: Otago Provt. Govt Prize
Representative Match 1st Prize Won by Sergt A Devore O.V
Artillery 1865. Included are Sergeant Davores other shooting awards including the 1864 Queen & Country Aggregate
Prize Medal with case, Otago Rifle Association Prize Cup
1866, Akarann Defence Rifle Club Championship Cup
1912-13 and the Challenge Cup 1925-30, B Coy 3rd Regnt
Championship 1911- &1913 and the Auckland Defence Rifle Club Service Championship 1931. ExWO&C ALR
Est. $5000 - $7000
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224 - TWO GUN BOOKS
Collectors Guides including Pistol & Revolvers by Martin J
Dougherty and Colt by Michael E Haskew. Hard covers, in
full colour, small format. ExC

****20 MINUTE LUNCH BREAK****
228

225 - THREE GUN BOOKS
Guns and how they work by Ian V Hogg, Great Combat
Handguns and Ilustrated Guide to Handguns. Hard cover,
small format. VGC

207 - PISTOL BAGS
Six assorted soft pistol bags GC
208 - PISTOL AMMO BOXES
Six 100R 9mm MTM plastic ammo boxes. GC

226 - STARTING PISTOLS
Webley semi auto 6mm starting pistol plus a similar generic
type G.C NLR

229

209 - GALTOR
Two pairs of NZ Military WWII era Gaitor, size 2 & 3. FC

227 - ALARM REVOLVER
Antique Belgian small nickel plated alarm /‘cap’ gun built
on a ‘Puppy’ type revolver. Amazingly includes its original
box and price tag. Unusual Curio GC NLR

210 - THREE FROGS
1928 Artillery pattern NZ/British Military equipment canvas frogs. VGC
211 - PARTS MYSTERY BAG
20 ½ kg of assorted firearms. Small parts including springs,
hammers etc. GC

227

212 - ASSORTED REPRO LOT
Bag lot containing assorted reproduction items including two Civil War caps, powder horn, cowboy holster and
John Wayne ceramic wall hanger revolver and Winchester
buckle. GC
213 - ASSORTED WEBBING LOT
Bag lot containing the following Web items. Canvas web,
2 ¼” Military belt marked S.SW&Son 1914, olive drab
colour, similar belt in blancoed white, type 1 water bottle
harness and a pair of Canadian WWII Gaitors plus a pair
of puttees. GC

229 - WEBLEY AIR PISTOL
Webley & Scott .177 cal Air Pistol. Marked The Webley
‘Senior’ made in England. Original grips. Retains near all
blue finish with some slight staining. VGC NLR
230

214 - US MOTORCYCLE GLOVES
Two pairs of tan leather motorcyle gloves/gauntlets. Most
likely WWII vintage, ExC
215 - TWO GUN BOOKS
Two hardcover books including The Book of Guns & Gunsmiths by Anthony North and Ian V Hogg and Encyclopedia
of Firearms also by Ian V Hogg, soft cover. VGC

230 - BSA VINTAGE AIR RIFLE
BSA standard model Lincoln Jefferis air rifle, circa 192030s. 17”.177 cal barrel with original sights. Metalwork with
near all blued finish. VGC wooden butt stock missing the
butt trap and inlay plate otherwise. GWO&C NLR
231

232

233 - STEVENS .410 SHOTGUN
Single shot US shotgun. 29 ½”.410g blued barrel. Metalwork with some peppering and most blue to the barrel. Dark
patina on the action. GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR

217 - TWO GUN BOOKS
The W.H.B Smith Book of Pistols and Revolvers and The
Smith Book of Rifles. Hard cover, small format. GC
233
236

219 - THREE AIR PISTOLS
Three .177 cal air pistols. Two single action Cowboy revolvers and one Crosman 357 CO2 revolver with two spare cylinders. Presumed working. GC NLR

221- RUSSIAN AIR RIFLE
Model 28 break barrel. 177 cal air rifle. Most overall blue
repair to the butt. GWO&C

223 - DIANA M35 AIR RIFLE
Good quality German .177 cal air rifle. Near all blue to the
barrel and action which is missing the sights. VGC woodwork. VGWO&C NLR

234 - OXEZ .410 SHOTGUN
Unusual Belgian single shot shotgun with trapdoor forward opening breech. 26”.410g barrel with most blue and
some pitting at the muzzle. Marked with Liege address. GC
woodwork with rubber butt pad. GWO&C ALR
235 - NEW ENGLAND SHOTGUN
Pardner model 16g single barrel shotgun. 28” Barrel with
full choke. 2 ¾” chamber. Blued barrel with case colour
receiver. GC woodwork with a few scratches. VGWO&C
ALR

220 - SLAVIA AIR RIFLE
Model 618 Czech single shot youth/childs air rifle. Near all
blue wooden stock has been exteded. GWO&C NLR

22 - HAENEL AIR RIFLE
German model 302 .177 cal air rifle. Near all blue to the
barrel and action. GC woodwork with some chipping to the
varnish finish. GWO&C NLR

231 - WEBLEY SERVICE AIR RIFLE
Rare MKII British training air rifle, circa WWII/pre war.
25”.22 cal barrel with original sights. The break barrel/bolt
action is strong. Tang with correct sight. Most overall original blue with slight staining. VGC woodwork. Ideal for the
air rifle or British Military collector. VGWO&C NLR
232 - BAIKAL MP-654K AIR PISTOL
Baikal MP-654K .177 CO2 air pistol. A desirable steel
made pistol built from the frame of surplus Makarov pistols.
Can be shot double or single action. A good display piece.
Comes in original cardboard box with 4.5mm steel BB’S.
ExWO&C NLR

216 - COLLECTORS GUIDE GUN BOOK
The Illustrated Directory of Guns. 752 pages of full colour
images written by David Miller. Hard cover, medium format. ExC

218 - TWO AIR PISTOLS
Two .177 cal air pistols. Daisy Powerline 777 and Crosman
357 CO2 revolver. Presumed working. GC NLR

228 - WEBLEY MKI AIR PISTOL
Vintage Webley & Scott MK1 Air Pistol .177. GC wood
grips with W&S emblem. Pistol marked with patent dates
ending 1925. Thinning original blue. GC NLR

234

238

236 - NEW ENGLAND SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN
Topper model single shot 12g shotgun. 25” Barrel with Mod
choke, 3” cylinder. Blued barrel with colour case receiver.
VGC woodwork. ExWO&C ALR
237 - HUSQUVARNA ROLLING BLOCK SHOTGUN
12G Rolling Black shotgun. 38” barrel with full choke. Metalwork with dark to brown patina. GC woodwork. GC ALR
238 - BONEHILL SHOTGUN
Early 20th Century 12g Bonehill side by side Hammer shotgun. 30” barrells with full & quarter chokes. Small hole on
left hand barrel, not suitable for firing. FC ALR
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239 - HAMMER SHOTGUN
J. Crockart & Son 12g underlever shotgun. 30” barrels with
IM and Mod chokes. Metalwork with rust marks. Worn
woodwork, bore with pitting. FC ALR

257 - BSA SHOTGUN
English S/S boxlock shotgun. 30” barrels with ¾ and cyl
choke. Thin blue finish. GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR
258 - .308 AMMO
140R of 7.62x51 in original battle packs. R1M1 Ammo
from South Africa. ExC ALR

240 - ASSORTED .30-30
Bag lot containing approx 77R and 100 cases of .30-30
ammo. Mixed brands in original packets. GC ALR

259 - .308 AMMO
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR

241 - .270 AMMO
Bag lot containing approx 102R of 130gr .270 ammo. Highland and Remington brands. ExC ALR

260 - .308 AMMO
Bag lot containing 150R of Privy .308 surplus ammo in
original cardboard packets. ExC ALR

242 - .270 AMMO
Bag lot containing approx 94R of 150gr .270 ammo. Highland, S&B and Federal brands. ExC ALR
243 - .222 AMMO
Bag lot containing 260R of .222 ammo. 50gr PSP, Winchester and S&B brands in original packets. ExC ALR

253

239

26 - 7.62x39 AMMO
Bag lot containing 150R of 7.62x39 ammo. Steel cased
Hungarian surplus. ExC ALR

244 - 6.5x55 AMMO
Bag lot containing approx 95R of Norma 80gr 6.5x55 Jagd
match (training) ammo. ExC ALR

263 - 7.62x39 AMMO
Same as previous lot. ExC

252

245 - 7.62X54R AMMO
Approx 120R of Privi Partizan soft point ammo and 20R of
Russian unbranded soft point as well as 35R of FMJ. Plus 60
fired brass cases. GC ALR

264 - .30-06 AMMO
Bag lot containing 100R of .30-06 ball ammo. S&B brand in
original packets. ExC ALR

246 - 7.62X54R AMMO
Bag lot containing 100R of 7x62x54R ammo. S&B brand in
original packets. ExC ALR

265 - .30-06 AMMO
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR
266 - 303 AMMO
Bag lot containing 100R of 303 ammo. S&B brand in original packets. ExC ALR

247 - 7.62x54R AMMO
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR
248 - 7.62x54R AMMO
Bag lot of approx 55R of Barnaul Russian brand 7.62x54R
ammo in original packets. ExC ALR

267 - 303 AMMO
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR
256

249 - 7.62x54R AMMO
Bag lot containing 100R of 7.62x54R ammo. In original paper wrapped packets. ExC ALR
250 - 9.3x62 AMMO
Bag lot containing 40R of 9.3x62 ammo.S&B brand in original packet. ExC ALR

255

272 - 6.5x52R AMMO
Bag lot containing 100R of 6.5x52R ammo. S&B brand in
origianl packets. ExC ALR
27 - 6.5x52R AMMO
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR

25 - WINCHESTER RANGER SHOTGUN
US model 1300 pump action shotgun. 22” 12g deer slug
barrel with iron sights. Metalwork with most original blued
finish and some speckling. Receiver with side saddle fitted
and synthetic stock. VGWO&C ALR

256 - REMINGTON SBS SHOTGUN
12G Remington boxlock shotgun with Damascus 30” barrels with full and Skeet chokes. Thinning original brown,
action with grey to dark patina. VGC woodwork. VGC ALR

270 - 7x57 AMMO
Bag lot containing 40R of 7x57 ammo. S&B brand in original packets. ExC ALR
271 - 7x57 AMMO
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR

252- WINCHESTER DEFENDER SHOTGUN
US M1300 Defender model pump action shotgun. 20”
cylinder bore 12g barrel with 3”chamber and iron sights.
Metalwork retains near all original blue. VGC woodwork.
VGWO&C ALR

255 - MARLIN GOOSE GUN
Model 55g Bolt action 12g shotgun. 32” Barrel with Poly
choke. Box magazine, metalwork with most blue. VGC
woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

268 - 8x57 JS AMMO
Bag lot containing 100R of 8x57 JS ammo. S&B brand in
original packets. ExC ALR
269- 8x57 JS AMMO
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR

251 - 9.3x74R
Bag lot containing 40R of 9.3x74R ammo. S&B brand in
original packet. ExC ALR

254 - MOSSBERG 500 SHOTGUN
Pump action shotgun. 20” Cylinder bore 12G barrel with
3”chamber and magazine with wood stock and foregrip.
Dovetailed ramp front sight. Marking left on barrel where
rear sight has been removed. r. GWO&C ALR

261 - .308 AMMO
Bag lot consisting of approx 80R of 308 ammo. Assorted
brands including PMC and Remington. GC ALR

274 - 7.5x55 AMMO
Bag lot containing 40R of Highland 7.5x55 Swiss ammo.
174gr FMJ BT in original 20R packets. ExC ALR
275

276

275 - CIMMARON SCHOFIELD REVOLVER
Italian remake of the S&W model 1875 revolver. 7”.45LC
Barrel with Cimarron Texas markings. Metalwork retains
near all blue and fading case colours. ExC walnut grips.
ExWO&C B/CLR
276 - REPRO S/A REVOLVER
Italian remake of the 1873 single action army revovler. 4
¾ .45 Colt barrel marked with Cimarron Texas address.
Metalwork has near all blue to the barrel and triggerguard
while the frame is finished in the white. VGC walnut grips.
VGWO&C B/CLR

12
277 - COLT NAVY REVOLVER
Seldom seen second generation, circa 1970s version of the
1851 Navy percussion revolver. 7 ½” .36 cal octagonal barrel marked with New York Colt address. The cylinder has
rolled naval scene while the frame and area of the barrel are
foliate engraved. Metalwork has near all bright blue to the
barrel and cylinder with some slight scratching. The frame
and rammer still retain most case colours. The triggerguard
and back strap are brass with nice dark patina. VGC oil finish walnut grips. Second generation Colts are becoming
very collectable and not often seen. VGWO&C B/CLR

293 - 7.62x25 AMMO
Bag lot containing 100R of 7.62x25 ammo. S&B brand in
original packets. ExC ALR
294 - 7.62x25 AMMO
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR

277

295 - HAKIM RIFLE
Egyptian Military semi automatic rifle. 25” 8mm cal barrel
with original muzzle break, bayonet lug and sights. Metalwork has near all original Military parkerised finish. VGC
original woodwork and complete with its detachable box
magazine. ExWO&C ELR

278

278 - REPRODUCTION COLT POCKET REVOLVER
Italian ASM remake of the Wells Fargo model percussion
revolver. 4”.31 cal octagonal barrel without rammer and
retaining near all blue finish. Cylinder with rolled scene
and frame with brights case colours. ExC walnut grips with
brass straps. ExWO&C B/CLR

296 - FN49 RIFLE
An Egyptian Military issue Belgian made semi automatic
rifle. 23” 8mm cal barrel with original sights but bayonet lug
has been ground down. The chamber with Egyptian crest
and the rear sight graduations are in Farsi. The side of the
receiver is marked with FN Herstal address. Metalwork with
near all original Military blued finish. The original stockdisc has been replaced with an Egyptian coin and a small
checked repair near the receiver. Includes original detachable box magazine. VGWO&C ELR

279

279 - UBERTI REMINGTON ARMY REVOLVER
Italian reproduction percussion revolver. 8” .44 cal octagonal barrel. Stainless steel metalwork with some staining
on the frame and light scratching. VGC oil stained grips.
GWO&C B/CLR
280 - PETERS S/A REVOLVER
West German made for US retailer Peters .22 single action
revolver. 5” .22lr cal barrel missing the foresight. Metalwork with overall blue thinning on the barrel and some
staining. Wooden grips are a home made replacement.
FWO&C B/CLR

295

297 - HAKIM RIFLE
Egyptian Military semi auto rifle. Based on the Swedish
Jungman. 25” 8mm cal barrel with original sights, muzzle
break and bayonet lug. Metalwork has near all original Military blued finish. ExC original woodwork complete with
detachable box magazine. ExWO&C ELR

281 - .45 COLT AMMO
Bag lot containing 190R of LRN HSM brand .45 Long Colt
ammo. ExC ALR

298 - SWEDISH M38 RIFLE
Swedish Mauser bolt action rifle. 24” 6.5x55 cal barrel with
original sights. Chamber with Carl Gustaff makers mark and
1915 date bolt handle is straight type. Metalwork has grey
patina with traces of blue. Woodwork has been refinished
complete with stock disc and swivels. GWO&C ALR

282 - .45 COLT AMMO
Bag lot containing 100R of .45 Colt ammo. S&B Wild West
brand in original packets. ExC ALR

296

283 - 32 S&W AMMO
Bag lot containing 150R of .32 Smith & Wesson ammo.
Winchester 98gr lead also known as 32 Colt New Police. In
original 50R packets. VGC ALR
284 - .357 MAGNUM AMMO
Bag lot of assorted 357 ammo. Approx 200R including Winchester and PMC brands in original packets. ExC ALR
285 - .38 SPECIAL AMMO
Bag lot containing 250R of .38 special. Winchester 158gr
Super X brand. In original packets. ExC ALR

300 - NO9 BAYONET
No 9 MK1 bayonet to suit the Irish contract No4 SMLE
rifle. Still wrapped in its grease paper with cosmaline. Includes scabbard. In as issue ExC

299

301- GARAND AMMO POUCH
US M1 Garand M-1923 ammo pouch, circa Korean War.
Vintage 10 cells, dark green canvas webbing with brass
buckles. VGC

286 - .38 SPECIAL AMMO
Bag lot containing 200R of .38 special Winchester 158gr
Super X brand. In original packets. ExC ALR

302 - LEE ENFIELD MAGAZINES
Three No1 magazines plus a No4 and 7 magazine charges.
FC

287 - .38 SPECIAL AMMO
Bag lot containing 300R of .38 special 158gr + P ammo.
Speer Lawman brand in original packets. GC ALR
288 - .38 SPECIAL AMMO
Same as previous lot. GC ALR

298

289 - .38 SPECIAL AMMO
Bag lot containing 300R of .38 special ammo. American Eagle brand in original packets. GC ALR

303 - WWI MAUSER GRENADE LAUNCHER
Rare WWI M1917 rifle grenade launcher knurled steel
base section and nut is marked with serial number as well
as AMA with proof mark and ?k under crown. Thin blued
original finish. VGC
304 - MAUSER 98K GRENADE LAUNCHER
FN made rifle grenade launcher for the K98. Sight graduated 25, 50, 75 & 100M. MA in circle logo. Twin wingnut
fixings. Near all blued finish. VGC

290 - .38 SPECIAL AMMO
Bag lot containing 250R of .38 special ammo. American Eagle brand in original packets. GC ALR

305 - BRITISH GRENADE LAUNCHER
Sheet steel cup discharger NO1 NK1 for the Mills grenade.
Aged rusty patina without markings. GC

291 - .32 ACP AMMO
Bag lot containing 240R of .32 acp ammo. In original cardboard packets marked cartuse pistol 7.65mm. ExC ALR
292 - .32 ACP AMMO
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR

299 - SWISS K11 CARBINE
Schmidt Rubin straight pull Military bolt action rifle. 23 ½”
7.5x55 cal barrel with original sights, bayonet lug and stacking hook. Metalwork with most overall blue. GC woodwork
with handling dings and quite pitted steel butt plate. GVGWO&C ALR

306 - UZI MAGAZINES
Two 25 shot 9mm UZI magazines. Near all parkerised finish. ExC

303

304
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307 - B.A.R MAGAZINE
20 Shot 30.06 magazine for the Millitary Browning automatic rifle. Near all blued finish. VGC
308 - SLR MAGAZINE
20 Shot L1A1 mag most painted finish. GC
311

309 - PORT SAID SMG
Egyptian built under license version of the Swedish Carl
Gustav M/45 Submachine gun. 8” 9mm cal barrel with ventilated shroud, original sight and sling swivel. The receiver
with original rear sight is marked PORT-SAID 9mm MADE
IN EGYPT as well as Farsi on the other side. Metalwork has
near all original parkerised finish. VGC wooden grips and
steel side folding stock and includes original 36R magazine.
These are a highly regarded iconic SMG, even used by the
US Navy seals during the Vietnam war. ExWO&C CLR

311 - SCORPION EVO3 SMG
Czech latest model submachine gun. 8 ¼” 9mm cal barrel
including original flash hider. Polymer receiver with full
length Picatiney rail with original adjustable sights. The
receiver has ambidextrous 4 position selector safe, semi,
two shot and full auto. Marked CZ SCORPION EVO 3 A1.
Original side folding adjustable stock. Includes its original
magazine and box. In unused as new ExWO&C CLR
Est $6000-$8000

316

317
315

312 - CZECH SCORPION M61 S.M.G
Czech cold war period machine pistol. 4 ½” .32 acp cal
barrel. The receiver with original adjustable sights, 3 position safety and marked on the underside with 1986 date. All
visible numbers are matching. Steel folding wire stock and
synthetic black pistol grip. Metalwork retains all original
deep black blued finish. In as issued ExWO&C CLR

319

313 - CARL GUSTAV MAGAZINE
36R 9mm magazine to suit the Swedish M45 or Port said
SMGs. Most overall blued finish. VGC
314 - AK47 DRUM MAGAZINE
75R Eastern European rear laoding 7.62x39 drum mag for
the AK47 or type 56S rifle. In as issued ExC

326
320

315 - M3 TRENCH KNIFE
US Military M3 knife. 17cm black blade without markings,
the guard is marked US M3 CAMILLUS. VGC leather
stacked handle. Includes its US M8A1 fiberglass scabbard.
ExC

318 - SYKES FAIRBURN KNIFE
Modern made production of a third model Sykes Fairbairn
Commando dagger. 17cm blued double edge blade marked
J Powell & Sons Sheffield etc. Metalwork retains nearly all
original blue. Includes original sheath. ExC

321 - NAVY LUGER PISTOL
WWI Imperial German Navy model 1916 pistol. 6” 9mm
cal barrel with correct foresight and marked with the serial
number, naval proof and acceptence marks. The chamber is
dated 1917, this date is also on the side rail and under the
front sight. The side of the chamber has the 3 naval proofs.
Toggle is marked DWM. The rear sight is the correct type
with 100 and 200 markings. Metalwork has most overall
original finish thinning on the chamber and holster. Wear at
the muzzle and sideplate and base of the grip. Small parts retain some straw colour. All visible serial numbers except the
magazine which is not the correct Naval type but an early
large number P08 type. VGC walnut grips VGWO&C B/
CLR
322 - WWI 1917 LUGER PISTOL
Imperial German Army P08. 4” 9mm cal barrel with original sights. The chamber with 1917 date and Military acceptance and test proofs on the side. Toggle marked DWM.
Metalwork retains nearly all its original blue and most straw
colours to the small parts. ExC original walnut grips. All
numbers including the magazine are matching. Complete
with its correct 1911 dated holster with 1917 re-issue date
and spare magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR
323 - NAVY LUGER HOLSTER
Rare holster to suit the German 6” Naval Luger pistol.
Black/brown leather with some scuffing and wrinkling and
the belt loop appears to have been period altered or repaired.
H CLEMEN ELBERFELD marked. GC
324 - WWI LUGER HOLSTER
Brown/red hard shell leather holster for the German Army
P08 pistol. Date 1915 and A WERTHEM makers mark.
VGC

316 - WWI US BOLO KNIFE
US N1917 Bolo knife. 26cm blade marked US MOD 1917
PLUMB PHILA 1918. Grey to dark speckled patina. VGC
original textured walnut grips. Complete with leather and
canvas scabbard. VGC
317 - SOUTH AFRICAN FIGHTING KNIFE
Rare and unusual fighting knife based off the SMLE NO9
bayonet. Knurled steel handle with heavy guard and is
marked with broad arrow and SE. The handle uses the
SMLE bayonet lug attachment so can be removed and the
knife can be used as a bayonet. Near all original black finish. ExC

320- WWI 1913 LUGER
Imperial German P08 Pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel with original
sights. Chamber dated 1913 and with Imperial proofs and
DWM marked toggle (all markings with white highlight).
Metalwork retains most original blue and faint straw colours
with some holster and handling wear. The grip strap is unit
marked B.8.R.6.3. for Bavarian 8th reserve 6th Company
gun No.3. ExC original walnut grips. All numbers except
magazine (which is correct type) are matching. Includes its
correct 1913 date and makers mark holster with extra magazine and stripping tool. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR

312

310 - PM63 SMG
Polish automatic machine pistol. 6” 9mm Makarov cal barrel with hand guard extension. Slide with original sights and
marked with 1974 date and Radam arsenal mark. Metalwork
retains near all orginal blued finish. ExC synthetic pistol
grip and folding forend plus sliding steel stock. Includes its
flush mount magazine plus three 25 shot magazine in original pouch and holster and sling. In as issued ExWO&C

319 - 1910 LUGER PISTOL
Pre WWI Imperial Army P08 pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel with
original sights. The chamber is dated 1910 and with Army
acceptance marks. Toggle is marked DWM and the frame
is type without stock lug but has arsenal fitted hold open
with proof mark. The grip is unit marked 117.R.Ma.22. for
the 117th Reserve machine gun unit. Metalwork has most
overall original blue with some mild staining, bruising and
handling wear. GC original grips. All numbers except the
magazine are matching which is correct type. One of the
first Military P08 Lugers to see service. VGWO&C B/CLR

327
322

326

327

325 - LUGER BOOK
Luger: The Multi National Pistol by Kenyan. Hard cover,
large format, 185 pages with colour and B&W photos. Now
an out of print reference book. VGC
326 - S&W ANNIVERSARY REVOLVER
Very collectable, 125th anniversary S&W model 25-3 revolver. 6 ½”.451c cal barrel with original adjustable sights
and marked .45 CALIBER SMITH & WESSON 125TH
ANNIVERSARY. The frame is also marked with a special 1852-1977 anniversary. Metalwork retains nearly all
its original deluxe bright blue. ExC original presentation
wooden grips. Contained in its blue satin lined box with
cleaning accessories in as new ExWO&C B/CLR
327 - S&W 629 REVOLVER
Like new US DA stainless revolver. 5”.44 Magnum cal
barrel with original adjustable sights. ExC rubber original
grips. Comes in original foam padded hardcase. ExWO&C
B/CLR

14
328 - S&W 686 REVOLVER
US double action model 686-2 revolver. 6” stainless steel
barrel and frame with adjustable sights and all S&W markings. Metalwork with a few handling scratches and some
staining in the cylinder flutes. Fitted with rubber Pachmayr
grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

338 - M14 SLING
Original olive green webbing Military sling for the US M14
rifle. VGC
339 - GARAND BAYONET
US M5 bayonet to suit the M1 Garand rifle. 17cm blade with
grey finish to the guard marked US M5 IMPERIAL and gas
plug stud. GC black plastic grips. FC black painted M8A1
sheath. GC

328

329 - COLT 1911 GOLD CUP
Series 80 MK IV Gold Cup National Match pistol. 5”.45acp
cal barrel, slide with original adjustable sights and Colt
markings. Metalwork retains near all original bright polished stainless finish. ExC Pachmayr grips. ExWO&C B/
CLR
330 - AMT GOVERNMENT PISTOL
1500 US Semi automatic M1911 Pistol, circa 1990’s. 5” .45
acp cal barrel, slide with original fixed sights and marked
GOVERNMENT MODEL AMT etc. Matte finished stainless steel. Metalwork with some slight handling marks.
Frame with factory adjustable trigger and extended slide
release and safety. Fitted with Pachmayr grips. A no longer
produced collectable 1911. ExWO&C B/CLR

340 - M-16 BAYONET
US M7 bayonet for the M16 rifle. 17cm blued blade. Guard
marked US M7 CONETTA. VGC black plastic chequered
grips and M10 scabbard. GC

329

341 - COLT ARMY REVOLVER
Antique US Military Civil War, circa 1863, percussion
revolver. 8” .44 cal round barrel with silver foresight and
marked - ADDRESS COL. SAML COLT NE-YORK US
AMERICA - The early 3 screw frame is marked COLT’S
PATENT. All serial numbers in the 64 thousand range except the wedge are matching (the wedge appears to be an un
numbered period replacement). Metalwork has dark patina
with faint case colours, brass trigger guard and blued back
strap fitted with original oil stained grips with inspectors
cartouch. VGWO&C NLR

330

331 - MITCHELL ARMS 1911 PISTOL
US 1911 type semi auto pistol. 5” .45 acp cal heavy barrel, stainless steel slide with adjustable sights and marked
MITCHELL ARMS GOLD SERIES’ 95. Stainless steel
metalwork with bead blasted frame in VGC. ExC rubber
grips. Complete with box. ExWO&C B/CLR
332 - US M1 CARBINE
US WWII period M1 carbine manufactured by Standard
Products. 18” .30 M1 cal barrel with correct front sight and
without bayonet lug marked with W proof. The chamber is
marked US CARBINE CAL .30M1. The receiver with late
model adjustable sight and is marked STD.PRO. Metalwork
with near all original finish thinning on the barrel where the
bayonet lug was. ExC woodwork complete with sling and
oiler as well as cut down magazine. ExWO&C ALR
333 - M14 AUTOMATIC RIFLE
Rare select fire version of the M14 rifle. 22”.308 cal barrel
with original sights, flash hider and bayonet lug and with
original flash hider bayonet lug and sights. Receiver with
selector lever for semi or full automatic fire. Metalwork
retains near all its original parkerised finish. The receiver
is without manufactures markings or proof marks, just
stamped M14 and serial number. Wooden furniture with
synthetic handguard and some handling dings. Complete
with original Military sling and 20R magazine. Manufacture
of these rifles is not 100% clear but these were imported by
SAI Guns & Ammo in the late 1980s and are very different
to the modern Norinco rifles. ExWO&C CLR

331

332

334 - NORINCO M14 RIFLE
Chinese semi auto version of the US semi auto rifle. 22”.308
cal barrel with original mock flash hider and sights. The receiver with removable scope rail fitted and marked Outdoor
Arms M14 .308 NORINCO etc. Metalwork retains near all
original parkerised finish. ExC brown genuine US synthetic
stock. Fitted with 5 shot magazine. ExWO&C ALR

334

335 - NORINCO M14 RIFLE
Chinese M305 version of the US semi auto rifle. 22”.308 cal
barrel with original sights and mock flash hider. Receiver
with scope mount and 4 power Kowa scope. Metalwork
with Norinco M305 markings and near all original parkerised finish. ExC original black synthetic stock and 5 shot
magazine ExWO&C ALR
336 - 30 CARBINE MAGS AND MANUAL
Two 15 shot magazines in a WWII 1943 dated US pouch
with most overall blue, plus an original manual dated 1944
and approx 50R of ammo, plus some brass empty cases.
VGC ALR
337 - M1 CARBINE MAGAZINE
30 Shot magazine to suit the M1/M2 carbine. Near all original blued finish. ExC

342 - COLT NAVY ‘BREVETE’ REVOLVER
A rare licensed copy of a Colt 1851 Navy revolver by Belgian gunmaker N Gilon, circa 1850s. 7 ½” .36 cal octagonal
barrel marked on top near the breech COLT PATENT. The
6 shot cylinder has a roll engraved scene very similar to the
1849 pocket stage coach and marked in script COLT Patent.
The cylinder is also Belgian proofed and is marked N Gilon
on the front of the cylinder. Metalwork retains most of its
original bright blue finish to the barrel and traces of case colours to the frame and small parts. The frame and back strap
are brass finished and the gun is serialised on the barrel,
frame and trigger guard. VGC original walnut grips in the
same dimensions to the Colt. Contained in an English casing
with modern baize lining. The case contains a London rod
with box wood handle, powder flask marked James Dixon
& Sons Sheffeild, original bullet mould without markings,
nipple key, pewter bottle and percussion caps. Colt Brevete
are not often seen and this is a very high quality example
retaining a lot of its original finish. VG-ExWO&C NLR

343

344

343 - COLT 1851 NAVY REVOLVER
Antique London model 1851 Navy percussion revolver, circa 1855. 7 ½” .36 cal octagonal barrel marked - ADDRESS
COL. COLT. LONDON - and marked with London proofs
on the left hand side in front of the wedge as well as on each
of the cylinders. The frame is marked COLT’S PATENT.
Metalwork has correct London type blued back strap and
trigger guard. All serial nmbers are matching and in the 25
thousand range. Metalwork has dark to grey thinning on the
edges with a few traces of blue in concealed areas. VGC
original varnished walnut grips. The action does not hold on
full cock but indexes well and holds on ½ cock otherwise
G-VGWO&C NLR
342 344 - COLT 1862 POLICE REVOLVER
US antique, circa 1863, percussion revolver. 5 ½” .36 cal
round barrel marked with one line address COL. SAMLE
COLT NEW-YORK US AMERICA. The frame is marked
COLT’S PATENT 5 shot fluted cylinder with some bruising
and marked with patent date. All visible numbers except the
wedge (which is an original numbered replacement). The
brass triggerguard which has none of its silver plate remaining is marked with the caliber and inspection mark. Metalwork has nice dark patina with some bruising and faint
traces of case colours. VGC original varnished walnut grips.
VGWO&C NLR
Lots can also be viewed prior to the auction at our retail
premesis located at SAI Guns & Ammo - 553 Great South
Road Penrose. Auckland
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345 - COLT 1849 POCKET REVOLVER
Antique US Percussion Revolver, circa 1853. 6” .31 cal octagonal barrel with original foresight and early New York
address. Frame marked COLT’S PATENT. 5 shot cylinder
with partial stage coach scene. Metalwork has grey to dark
patina and action works well. All serial numbers except the
wedge (unnumbered replacement) are matching. ExC original grips. VGWO&C NLR

345

346 - COLT 1849 POCKET REVOLVER
US Antique percussion revolver, circa 1852. 6” .31 cal barrel with first type New York address and original foresight.
Frame marked COLT’S PATENT, 5 shot cylinder with no
traces of scene. Metalwork has dark patina with mild peppering to the barrel. The brass trigerguard and back strap retain about half of the nickel plating. ExC original oil stained
walnut grips. All numbers are matching but the number and
the rammer and wedge can not be made out and the wedge
has been repaired at some time. Action indexes and holds on
½ cock but not full cock otherwise GC NLR
347 - COLT NAVY CONVERSION REVOLVER
A rare Richards-Mason conversion of a Colt 1851 Navy
from percussion to rim fire. 7 ½” .38RF cal barrel with New
York address and ejector rod. Cylinder has been modified
for cartridge but is missing the loading gate. The frame is
marked COLTS patent and has early serial number in the
6000 range which would suggest it is most likely a firearm
returned to Colt by a customer for conversion as it is not
within the factory serial number ranges. The serial number
is matching on the barrel, cylinder, trigger guard and backstrap. Metalwork has sharp edges and dulling blue to the
barrel. Scene is still sharp and the case coloured frame has
dark to grey patina. Nearly all of the nickel silver finish is
retained on the back strap and trigger guard. VGC original
grips with small chip at the base. Conversions are seldom
encountered as only around 2000 of this type were made.
Action does not always index otherwise VGC CLR

15 1881 MANUFACTURED BY THE WINCHESTER
REPEATING ARMS CO NEW HAVEN CONN. U.S.A.
An identical belt is featured in the Autry Museum in Los
Angeles, and was used by Theadore Roosevelt to carry his
favourite single action revolver. A unique oppurtunity for
the Colt or Winchester collector as survival rates for items
such as this are extremely low. ExC
354 - US BOWIE KNIFE
Antique, circa 1870/80’s Liberty Bowie knife 15 ½cm blade
marked W WILKINSON & SON Sheffeild. The grips are
cast gutta percha and feature the US Liberty on both sides.
These knives were shipped to the US minus the brass guard
and grips which were made in the US and fitted. Complete
with original leather sheath missing the belt loop. VGC

346

355 - ANTIQUE HANDCUFFS
19TH Century forge iron handcuffs. Without makers mark
but are either Hiatt or period copies. Complete with key.
VGC
354

355

357 - FOUR POWDER FLASKS
Two reproduction Italian flasks for US percussion pistols
plus a possible antique flask also bag shaped with bird scene
and an antique curved flask with basic pouring top most
likely Eastern.

347

358 - THREE BULLET MOULDS
Antique continental pistol bullet moulds. Two steel and one
bronze. GC

348 - COLT M1878 REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1879, US double action Frontier revolver.
5 ½” .450 boxer cal barrel with ejector and marked with
Colts Pall Mall London address. The cylinders are London
proofed and the trigger guard is marked .45 CAL B. Metalwork has most blue to the frame and dark patina to the
barrel. ExC original chequered walnut grips with lanyard
ring. Trigger return on double action is at fault but otherwise
action works well. These large Colt revolvers are seldom
seen for sale. VGC B/CLR

359 - WINCHESTER 1894 CARBINE
A top example of a Vintage Pre 64 lever action carbine,
circa 1960. 20” .30-30 cal barrel with full length magazine,
original sights and Winchester markings and proofs. Metalwork retains nearly all its original bright blue finish. ExC
original walnut stock shows very little handling with a 5 cm
long dent/bruise in the forend. One of the nicest examples
of these very collectable firearms we have seen. ExWO&C
ALR

348

349 - COLT THUNDERER REVOLVER
US Model 1877 double action revolver, circa 1888. 3 ½” .41
cal store keeper length barrel with original sight and Hartford address and acid etched caliber. Metalwork has large
areas of blue to the barrel thinning on one side and towards
the muzzle. The frame with grey patina. VGC original hard
rubber grips with rampant horse logo. Unlike most, action
functions well. VGWO&C CLR

360 - WINCHESTER 1894 CARBINE
Vintage, circa 1953, lever action carbine. 20” .30-30 cal barrel with full length magazine and original sights (missing the
front sight hood) marked with Winchester New Haven address and proofs. Metalwork has most original blue starting
to thin in areas and leading edges. VGC original woodwork
with correct chequered steel butt plate. VGWO&C ALR

349

350 - COLT DOWN UNDER BOOK
Col Colt Down Under by Hughes & Rapley. Hard cover,
large format and colour photos. Covers Colts in Australia
and NZ. Great reference book. NEW
351 - COLT ACCOUTREMENT BOOK
Colt Accoutrements 1834-1911 by Rapley. Hard cover,
large format, colour photos and 253 pages covering all Colt
cases and accessories. Excellent reference book. NEW
352 - WINCHESTER CARTRIDGES BOOK
One Hundred Years of Winchester Cartridge Boxes 18561956, with price guide by Gile & Shued. Very large hard
cover book, 310 pages with excellent colour photos. NEW
353 - WINCHESTER PRAIRIE BELT
A very rare, circa 1880’s, Winchester cartridge belt. The
belt measures 104cm and is webbing construction and has
space for fifty 44-40 cal cartridges. The buckle and clasp are
nickle plated and retain near all finsh. The buckle features a
Grizzly Bears head motif and the clasp is marked PAT.FED

356 - THREE POWDER FLASKS
US small Eagle flask of the type supplied with cased Remington - Rider pistols. Features the US eagle and Legend
E Pluribuss Unum. Measures 11 ½ cm high, copper body
seperating at the base and many small dents, plain brass top.
Plus a small unmarked bush design pistol flask of similar
design, with out significant dings and a similar condition.
17cm high, shell or panel design flask also without makers
name. F-VGC

360

361

361 - WINCHESTER 1892 CARBINE
Antique, circa 1915, M92 saddle ring carbine. 20” 32-20
cal barrel with original sights and marked with correct Winchester address, patent dates and 32 W.C.F. as well as proofs.
The receiver with original saddle ring. The tang is fitted with
Parker Hale peep sight. Metalwork has most original bright
blue to the barrel, the action has dark patina grey on the edges with some original finish in concealed areas. ExC original
woodwork with steel butt plate. ExWO&C ALR
362 - WINCHESTER ‘92 PARTS
The major parts of a model 1892 lever action carbine, circa
1906. 20” 32-20 barrel with full length magazine and Winchester markings. Missing the rear sight. The action is missing the lever and saddle ring but trigger cocks and fires. Thin
overall original finish. GC original woodwork. Ideal project
gun. GC ALR

16
363 - RIGBY MAYNARD M1873 RIFLE
Rare antique US Maynards M1882 patent single shot large
game hunting rifle, circa 1880’s. 26” round barrel with octagonal section at the breech in most likely 50-70 or 50-100
caliber, the barrel has its orignal iron hunting sights and is
marked with famous Irish gunmaker Rigby’s London address: Sold by John Rigby & Co 72 St James St LONDON.
It is also marked with London proofs and 38 for the bore
proof. The receiver has Edward Maynard patent for 1873
and on the other side it has model of 1882 with Chicopee
Falls address. Metalwork has thinning blue to the barrel
and grey patina to the action with faint traces of case colours. VGC original woodwork. A nice early US dangerous
game rifle and includes a bag of re-manufactured cases.
VGWO&C ALR

364

374 - BROWN BESS MUSKET
Similar East India Co Musket to previous lot, but in very
poor condition. Metalwork is heavily pitted, action at fault.
Stock has had bora and missing pieces. Suitable as parts or
relic display. PC

365

364 - H&R AUTO
US Harrington & Richarson Arms Co self loading model
semi auto pistol, circa 1916. 3 ½” .32 acp cal barrel, the
slide is marked H&R SELF LOADING CALIBER 32 and
early 3 digit serial number as well as patent info. Metalwork
has grey patina to the slide with thin blue to the barrel and
most blue to the grip straps. VGC hard rubber H&R logo
chequered grips. GWO&C CLR

375 - SYKES FOWLING PIECE
Antique, circa 1800-1820 percussion fowling piece. 33”
Octagonal to round approx. 16 bore barrel marked in gold
SYKES OXFORD and gold bands. The lock is a drum and
nipple conversion from Flint and is makers marked and borderline engraved. Metalwork has grey patina. Walnut chequered stock has been extended and has steel mounts with
pineapple finial. F-GWO&C NLR

366

365 - WEBLEY PISTOL
Vintage semi auto Webley pistol, circa 1930’s. 3 ½” .32acp
cal barrel, slide with integral sight and Webley & Scott
markings as well as correct factory altered safety. Metalwork retains most original blue thinning on the edges. The
grips are an alloy replacement which were often seen in
Australia for bank and security guns (this gun is very close
in serial numbers to a shipment of 100 sent to the agent General of Tasmania in 1935, page 268 W&S Automatic Pistols)
VGWO&C CLR
366 - WEBLEY AUTO PISTOL
Scarce British semi automatic pistol, circa 1914. 4 ½” 9mm
cal barrel, the slide with top button hold open release, original sights and Webley & Scott Ltd markings. Metalwork
has pin prick patina. The grips are a wooden replacement.
With less than 1700 of these made, this is a hard gun to find.
GWO&C B/CLR

373 - BROWN BESS MUSKET
British Military East India Company pattern of 1793 musket.
39” barrel with heavy pitting at the breech end and lighter
pitted scattered over the barrel. It is also marked with a serial/regimental number: TY6982. The lock plate is marked
TOWER with crown over GR and basic borderline design
and functions well. The original woodwork is marked B↑O
1831 and has been cleaned at some point. There is a piece
missing at the front and a 20cm crack near the first ramrod
guide. FWO&C NLR

376 - HOLLIS FOWLING PIECE
Anitque percussion, circa 1860, 30” Octagonal to round
12 bore barrel marked I Hollis London. Back action lock
marked I HOLLIS & SONS. Metalwork has dark patina
with aged pin pricking. GC chequered woodwork with steel
mounts. F-GWO&C NLR

367

377 - DOUBLE PERCUSSION FOWLER
Antique double barrel percussion fowling piece, circa 185060’s. 30” 12 bore barrels with damascus browned finish. The
lock plate is marked WELSHER. Metalwork has grey to
dark patina with some speckling. Worn but GC woodwork
with steel mounts with pineapple finial. F-GWO&C NLR

372

373

367 - WEBLEY 1911 PISTOL
Scarce .22lr cal single shot training version of the M1911
pistol, circa 1912. 4 ½” barrel with breech loading mechanism, original sight W&S markings. Metalwork retains near
all original bright blue ExC original hard rubber grips. Only
around 1400 of these were made for use by the Metropolitan
Police. Hard to find a better example. ExWO&C B/CLR

375

378 - WALKING STICK GUN
Antique Belgian under hamer percussion walking stick
shotgun. 30” Octagonal to round 38 bore barrel. Marked
PIRARD BREVETE S.C.D.C. Metalwork has dark patina
with all over scattered pin pricking. Fitted with its detachable butt stock. FWO&C NLR
379 - PERCUSSION FOWLING PIECE
34” 12 Bore octagonal to round barrel marked HOWARD
LONDON also on the lockplate. Metalwork with dark patina and peppered erosion. Heavily worn original ½ stock
with steel mounts. FWO&C NLR

368 - H&R GRIPS AND MAGAZINE
Pair of H&R logo brown hard rubber grips plus a nickel
plated magazine for the H&R self loading .32 pistol VGC
369 - WEBLEY MAGAZINE
Nickel plated magazine for the .32 Police pistol. GC

380 - EASTERN MATCHLOCK RIFLE
Most likely Middle Eastern Matchlock rifle. 34”.70 cal barrel with octagonal section at the muzzle and Eastern markings. Metalwork has dark pitted patina. One piece woodwork with swivels and steel bands. FC NLR

370 - WEBLEY AUTO BOOK
Webley & Scott Automatic Pistols by Bruce. Hard cover,
large format, B&W photos and 300 pages. Excellent reference book. ExC

381 - WWI GERMAN HELMET
Imperial German Army model 1916 steel helmet with multi
coloured camaflauge. Original leather liner and chin strap.
The inside edge near the strap is marked S1.66. VGC

371 -WEBLEY STORY BOOK
The Webley Story by Dowell. Hard cover, large format,
B&W photos and 337 pages. Excellent hard to find reference book thats long out of print. ExC
372 - DOUBLE FLINTLOCK FOWLING PIECE
Antique, circa 1800, double barrel Flintlock fowling piece.
31” approx. 20 bore barrels marked London and with London proofs. The lock plates with waterproof pans are marked
Blea & Co and one of the locks is at fault. Metalwork has
been quite pitted at some time and has been cleaned up, the
barrels have a dent at the muzzle and a broken repair to the
underside of the barrel rib. The stock is split at the action
and not holding with the cross pin. Ideal wall hanger or restoration piece. FC NLR

376

382 - WWI AUSTRIAN HELMET
M1916 Steel helmet. Most dark olive green finish. Original
3 pad liner missing the pads, complete with strap. VGC
378

383 - GERMAN DEMAG DAGGER
Combination all steel bayonet/dagger. 15cm blade marked
with DEMAG DUISBURG logo and GESETZLICH GESCHUTZT on the back. Some staining to the handle. Includes
steel sheath but missing the domed strap. GC

380

384 - K98 PARADE BAYONET
20cm polished blade marked C.GUSTAV SPITZER
SOLINGEN. Chequered black Bakelite grips and gloss steel
scabbard. ExC

17
385 - LUFTWAFFE 1ST MODEL DAGGER
30 ½ cm blade with Knights head logo and WKC makers
mark. The guard and Pommel are aluminium type with sun
wheel Swastika in gold on both. Dark blue leather grip with
brass twisted wire wrap. Complete with blue leather scabbard with aluminium fittings and hanger which is marked
GES.GESH. and OCC in triangle. ExC

389
387

386 - LUFTWAFFE DAGGER
Nazi German second model Airforce dagger. 25 ½ cm blade
marked WKC SOLINGEN and with Knights head logo the
blade is in ExC with only a couple of very minor speckle
stains. ExC alloy pommel with Swastikas. Burnt orange celluloid handle with springy wire wrap. Laffwaffe eagle crossguard with pebble grain back has nice detail. VGC blackened steel scabbard with pebble grain finish. ExC

398 - MG 42
World War II German machine gun. 25” 8mm cal barrel
with flash hider and sights. The receiver is marked S.M.
then serial number and code make svq plus Nazi Army acceptance eagle proof. The feed cover and butt stock have
the same serial number and the cover has cof? code mark.
Metalwork has near all typical post war black refinish. GC
wooden butt stock with most black paint finish complete
with bipod. VGWO&C CLR Est. $6500 - $8000

393

387 - KRIEGSMARINE DAGGER
Nazi German Second Model Naval dagger. 25cm blade with
WKC Knights head logo and felt buffer. The blade is without the anchor and leaf etching design. Brass pommel with
eagle and Swastika motif. Ivory coloured celluloid handle
with twisted wire. Brass cross guard with anchor design retains some of the guilt finish to the top and bottom surfaces.
ExC hammer finished scabbard without dents. ExC
388 - GERMAN ARMY DAGGER
Nazi German Army Officers dagger. 26cm blade in VGC
without makers name, pommel with oak leaves, the celluloid grip is burnt orange in colour. The guard with ‘Hatchet’
faced eagle has slight chipping of the finish in a couple of areas on the back. VGC pebble grain finished scabbard. VGC

barrel in webbing bag plus a 1945 webbing field maintanance kit which is all complete except the oil bottle. VGExWO&C CLR

391

400 - BREN BATTALION SPARES BOX
A hard to find and desirable WWII box of spare parts for the
Bren Gun. The box is marked: BOX BATTALION SPARES
BREN 303 MG (AUST) A and 1943 date. The box contains a large assortment of parts including butt stock, recoil
springs, carry handles, piston/breech block carrier, breech
blocks, two boxes of MK2 foresight blades, box of MK1
foresight blades, butt plate, sling swivels, pistons, firing
pins, extractors and assorted small parts. A great collectors
piece or invaluable spare parts. ExC

388

389 - GERMAN PEWTER CUP
Rare pre war engraved pewter cup from Kaiser Wilhelm II
and his brothers, part of a set showing Naval ship scene plus
images of the Kaiser & Princes. 9cm High. ExC
390 - GERMAN BELT BUCKLE
WWI Imperial German brass buckle with Prussian Crown
and Gott MIT UNS motto. VGC

401 - BREN GUN TRIPOD
Original Military tripod mount for the .303 cal Bren gun.
Near all original Military dark green enamel paint finish.
VGC

394

396

402 - BREN GUN AA MOUNT
Anti aircraft mount for the Bren light machine gun as used
on a Bren gun carrier or other armoured vehicle. Circular
base plate with 16 bolt holes, two side supports also with
bolt holes. Measures approx. 1 ½m high but has adjustment.
Near all original green paint. Great for vehicle restoration or
ideal for corner display in your gun room VGC

391 - BRONZE COMBAT CLASP
Rare WWII German close combat clasp. J.F.S marked
crimped pin and hinge. Very slight burnishing in a couple of
places, hard to find better. ExC
392 - GOLD COMBAT CLASP
Late WWII zinc based construction, convexed shape with
rusty plate and honest wear marks. No makers mark and
backing pin. GC

403 - BREN GUN LOADING TOOL
Rare original alloy magazine loading tool for the Bren .303
cal L.M.G. Marked with makers logo eirmal DDE2226/3.
VGC

393 - HIGH SEAS FLEET BADGE
WWII German late war Naval badge. Bottle shaped pin and
back marked FEC. ADOLF BOCK AUSF SCHWERIN
BERLIN. Most gilt finish. VGC
394- LUFTWAFFE PARATROOPER BADGE
WWII German Airforce Paratroopers award. Tombac
wreath and silver eagle. Shows heavy wear without makers
mark. GC

404 - BREN GUN MAGAZINES
Original steel box of Bren gun magazines - containing 11
magazines (missing one). Retains near all original green
paint finish and marked: BOX.MAGAZINES.BREN.303
IN MK1

397

405 - BREN GUN CLEANING KIT
Canvas webbing wallet/pouch for the Bren gun containing
spare parts tin with spring, gauze and small parts. Combination tool and pull through. VGC

395 - SS COLAR TABS
Mirrored pair of SS Officers collar tab with death head emblem. Back with RZM tags. VGC

402

396 - WWI IRON CROSS SET
Cased set of 1st and 2nd class iron crosses. The case is leatheretta with silk velour lining and makers ribbon marked J
Carl Muller. VGC
397 - MK1 BEN GUN
WWII British Military Bren light machine gun. 24”.303 cal
barrel with correct MK1 white metal forward section and
original sight and carry handle. The receiver has its original
side mounted dial sight and is marked INGLIS (Cananda)
1942 BREN MK IM. Metalwork has most original blued
finish thinning on the edges. VGC wooden butt stock and
pistol grip. The bipod is its correct adjustable type. Complete with its transit case containing BFA modified extra

399 - SWISS M25 MACHINEGUN
A unique and seldom seen for sale, Swiss Fusil Furrer
7.5mm cal model 25 light machine gun. 23” Barrel with
ventlated shroud, original sights and bipod. The action is
a toggle system similar to the Luger but fitted on its side.
The magazine well with 30R magazine. Has three position selector and marked WAFFENFABRIK BERN with
cross. Metalwork retains near all original blue finish. ExC
original woodwork. Includes original spare barrel and case.
ExWO&C CLR

406 - BREN AA SIGHT
Spider web anti aircraft sight for the Bren L.M.G. Near all
blued finish. VGC
407 - BREN SHELL CATCH
Spent shell case catch bag for the Bren gun. VGC

403

408 - WWII BOOK
Race To The Rhine - Liberating France and the Low Countries by Marriott & Forty. Hard cover, large format, 192
pages, B&W photos and colour photos. NEW
409 - BAKELITE GRENADE
British WWII No69 I Bakelite hand grenade without tape
otherwise GC NLR

18
410 - DENISON SMOCK
British WWII Commando 2nd pattern Denison smock.
Light to medium olive colour with redish brown camo pattern. ½ Length brass zip and serial number on the collar.
Sleeves with buttons. Complete with monkey tail.
411 - THOMPSON M1 SMG
Scarce M1 version of the WWII Thompson submachine
gun. 10 ½”.45 acp cal, smooth barrel with original foresight.
The receiver marked with Thompson bullet logo and correct
early battle sight as used on these early Savage made guns.
The receiver is marked THOMPSON SUBMACHINE
GUN CALIBER .45 M1 as well as Auto ordnance markings
and inspection marks. Upper and lower receiver numbers
are matching. Metalwork retains nearly all original parkerised finish. ExC original wooden stock fitted with repro
sling but includes its original 30R magazine brass cleaning
rod and oil bottle with textured finish. ExWO&C CLR

420

421

421 - POLICE LUGER PISTOL
Seldom seen model 1921 DWM Weimar Republic Police
Luger. 4” 9mm cal barrel with original sight. Chamber with
1921 date and proof. Metalwork with near all dark blue.
This gun has been reworked by the East Germans for their
Police and has correct dark brown plastic grips. Complete
with its unit marked Police style reworked holster and correct period extra magazine. East German Lugers are hard to
find. VGWO&C B/CLR

413

413 - MK5 STEN GUN
British Military WWII, circa late 1944/45, Sten S.M.G. 7
½” 9mm cal barrel with original sight with protective wing
and ventilated shroud. The magazine well is ↑ marked and
STEN MK5 M/78 and the underside is marked M/78 and serial number. Metalwork has near all parkerised finish. VGC
woodwork with brass butt plate and forward mounted pistol
grip, sling and magazine. The gun has a blank firing barrel
plus its live barrel with sights and also includes its 7 cell
reproduction magazine pouch containing original magaines
and loading tool. ExWO&C CLR
414 - MP40 SUBMACHINE GUN
WWII Nazi German S.M.G. 9½” 9mm cal barrel with
original sights, knurled end nut and strengthening bar, serial number, Waffen amt marks and faint British proofs.
The receiver is marked MP40 bnz .42 (Steyr 1942) and is
also Waffen amt marked in many places. Metalwork has
dark thinning patina, serial numbers are mismatched but all
parts appear to be genuine. VGC brown Bakelite stock and
steel folding stock. Fitted with original magazine and sling.
VGWO&C CLR Est. $5000 - $7000

420 - ERFURT LUGER PISTOL
Imperial German P08 pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel, chamber
with 1918 date, toggle marked ERFURT. Metalwork with
near all reblue and straw colours. All serial numbers except the magazine are matching. ExC original grips, return
spring appears to be at fault otherwise VGWO&C B/CLR

412

412 - THOMPSON 1928A1 SMG
US WWII period S.M.G. 10 ½”.45 acp cal smooth barrel
with original cutts compensator. The receiver with basic
battle sight and is marked with bullet logo US MODEL
1928A1, Auto Ordnance manufature prefix serial number
as well as THOMPSON SUBMACHING GUN and other
Auto Ordnance markings. Upper and lower serial numbers
are mismatched. Metalwork retains near all finish. Includes
its 20 shot magazine plus an extra 20R and three 30R magazines VG-ExWO&C CLR

422 - LANGHAN ARMY PISTOL
WWI Period German semi auto pistol. 4”.32acp cal barrel,
slide with original sights. The frame and slide with Imperial
crown/N proofs and marked F.L. SELBSADLR. Metalwork
retains near all bright blue. ExC wartime basic wooden
grooved grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

422

423 - WEBLEY MKVI REVOLVER
WWI British Military revovler. 6”.455 cal barrel marked
MARK VI on the bridge as well as British ordnance marks.
The frame marked Webley patent etc with 1915 date . Metalwork has grey speckled patina with traces of original finish. VGC original grips with lanyard ring. GWO&C B/CLR

423

424 - S&W M17 .455
British WWI issue revolver. 3 ¼” .455 cal shortened barrel
marked SMITH & WESSON and fitted with modern sight.
Frame with broad arrow and ordnance marks. Metalwork
with most overall dulling blue. GC chequered S&W logo
grips with lanyard ring. GWO&C CLR

424

425 - SWEDISH MODEL 07 PISTOL
Swedish Military Browning semi automatic pistol. 5” 9mm
browning long cal barrel. The slide with Husqvarna markings and the frame with unit marking. Metalwork retains
near all original Military finish. ExC original hard rubber
grips with lanyard ring. Includes original leather holster.
ExWO&C B/CLR

415 - MP40 POUCH AND MAGAZINES
Good quality canvas and leather reproduction 3 cell and 4
cell MP40 pouches containing 5 original WWII magazines
plus a loader which is Waffen amt and code marked. VGC
416 - THOMPSON MAGAZINE
Two 30 shot .45 cal magazines for the 1928 or M1 Thompson. SW&Co. marked. Near all blued finish. VG-ExC

426 - POLISH AKM
Polish Military variant of the AKM assault rifle. 15” 7.62x39
cal barrel with orignal sights and bayonet lug. Folded steel
receiver with side mount scope rail, original sights and Radom 11 arsenal mark and 1967 date. Metalwork has near
all original finish thinning on the edges. VGC woodwork
with original synthetic pistol grip and 30 shot magazine.
VGWO&C CLR

417 - GREASE GUN MAGAZINE
.45 acp cal magazine for the US M3 Grease gun. Parkerised
finish with some pin pricking. FC
418 - WWII LUGER PISTOL
Nazi German P08. 4” 9mm cal barrel with original sights.
The chamber dated 41 and with correct 655 Waffen amt and
acceptance marks. The toggle is marked byf (Mauser) and
the frame P08. Metalwork retains nearly all its original salt
blue finish showing slight holster wear at the muzzle and
side plate. ExC original walnut grips. All visible numbers
are matching including its magazine. Also includes its correct matching leather holster which is dated 1941, code and
Waffen amt marked for Hans Rommer. Complete with extra
magazine and stripping tool. A fine example of this uncommon Luger for the discerning collector. ExWO&C B/CLR

419 - 1920 COMMERCIAL LUGER PISTOL
Commercial sale and non Military Expert Luger pistol. 3
5/8” 7.65 Luger cal barrel to comply with the treaty of Versailes. Original sight and black chamber with commercial
proof and Germany marks. Toggle marked DWM. Only 3
numbers are present on the toggle frame and barrel and they
are matching. Metal work is just turning grey on a few leading edges. VGC original grips. Complete with its original
unmarked commercial holster and “Parabellum” DWM/
Berlin Instruction manual in German. This is the best early
commercial post war Luger we have offered for sale. B/CLR
ExWO&C

426
427

427 - GALIL RIFLE
Isreali Military issue assault rifle. 18 ½” 5.56 cal barrel with
flash hider fitted and original sights. The receiver with 3 position selector and marked with Military crest and Hebrew
writing. Metalwork has most overall blued finish with light
surface scratching and areas thinning to grey on the edges.
Steel side folding stock and synthetic pistol grip and forend.
Includes its 30R shot magazine. G-VGWO&C CLR
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428 - VZ58 RIFLE
Czech Cold War period assault rifle. 16” 7.62x39 cal barrel
with original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver is arsenal
marked she and 1961 dated. Right hand side with 3 position
selector. Metalwork retains near all arsenal enamel grey finish. ExC resin wood furniture and steel side folding stock.
Includes its 30R magazine plus two extras. ExWO&C CLR

440 - TRANTER REVOVLER
Antique cased English second model double trigger Tranter
percussion revolver, circa 1850s. 6” 54 bore octagonal barrel with Tranters patent ramer with key pivot frame mount
and dovetail foresight. The top strap is marked with retailer
J Blanch & Son 29 GRACE CHURCH ST LONDON. The
action is borderline and foliate engraved at the back and
breech of the barrel. The 5 shot cylinder is marked with
London proofs. Metalwork has most of the original charcoal
blue but has started to flake in a few areas of the barrel and
frame. VGC one piece finely chequered grips. Contained in
its original green baize lined mahogany case with bronze
mould, powder flask, dixon pewter oil bottle, percusion
caps, rod and turn screw. VGWO&C NLR

429 - M49/57 SUBMACHINE GUN
Yugoslavian SMG. 10 ½” 7.62 TOK cal barrel with original sights and ventilated shroud. Marked M49/57 with
crest. Metalwork has near all blue finish. VGC woodwork.
VGWO&C CLR
428

430 - M56 SUBMACHINE GUN
Yugoslavian SMG. 9 ¾” 7.62 TOK cal barrel with original
sights and bayonet lug. The receiver with crest and M56
markings. Metalwork has near all parkerised finish. Steel
folding stock and ExC synthetic stock. VGWO&C CLR

429

431 - CZ 26 S.M.G
Czech submachine gun. 11” 7.62 TOK cal barrel. The tubular receiver with original sights and marked with she arsenal
mark and serial numbers. VGC original brown synthetic one
piece stock and grip. Metalwork has near all original arsenal
grey enamel finish. Steel side folding stock. ExWO&C CLR

431

432 - TAVOR 21 RIFLE
Isreali Weapons Industries Tavor 21 bull pup assault rifle.
14” 5.56mm cal barrel with original flash hider. The receiver with IWI markings, 3 postion selector and fitted with
Meprolight 21 reflex sight as well as the original back up
iron sights. Polymer furniture is in ExC without significant
scratches. Includes 30 shot magazine. ExWO&C CLR

442 - PERCUSSION DOUBLE PISTOL
Antique French double barrel over and under percussion
pistol, circa mid 19th Century. 7” approx 28 bore/52 cal damascus twist round barrels with detachable ram rod. The
back action lock and hammers are engraved with foliate designs. Metalwork has nice blued finish to the hammers and
trigger guard while the action and barrels are in the white.
VGC fluted grip. VGWO&C NLR

441

433 - GALIL MAGAZINE
Two 30 shot 5056/.223 cal steel magazines for the Galil
family of rifles. Nearly all original parkerised finish. ExC
434 - AK74 MAGAZINES
Two 30 shot black Polymer magazines for the Soviet
5.56x39 AK74 series of rifles. ExC

432
430

435 - M59 MAGAZINES
Two 32R 7.62 TOK cal stick magazines for the Yugoslavian
SMG. Near all original finish. ExC
436 - VZ26 MAGAZINES
2x 32R 7.62 stick mags for the CZ SMG. ExC

439 - COOPERS PEPPER BOX REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1840s, cased Joseph Rock Coopers patent
revolver. Six 3” long approx .36 cal barrels marked with
Birmingham proof marks between the barrels and using the
Mariette system for the nipples and under hammer ring trigger. The frame is type without safety and retains nearly all of
its original nickel silver finish. It is marked JR COOPERS
PATENT and has foliage and borderline engraving. VGC
original two piece walnut grips. Contained in its original
maroon velour lined case which contains ivory nipple key
and box. Kynoch percussion caps, oil bottle, bullet mould,
flask, brush and rod.The lock on the case has been damaged
but near all parts are present. VGWO&C NLR

443 - WEBLEY BENTLEY REVOLVER
Antique English percussion double action revolver, circa
1850s. 3 ½” 80 bore octagonal barrel marked LONDON and
with original rammer and sight. The 5 shot cylinder with
Birmingham proofs. Metalwork with dark patina with traces
of finish. VGC finely chequered wooden grips. VGWO&C
NLR
444- MEDITERANEAN PISTOL
Antique percussion pistol from the Mediteranean area. 7 ½”
approx .65 cal octagonal to round steel barrel with cannon
turns marked with makers name and engraved design which
is also on the lockplate. One piece stock with wire inlay.
GWO&C NLR
445 - EIC PISTOL
Antique East India Company percussion holster pistol.
9”.65 cal barrel lock plate with prancing lion. Metalwork
with white finish with some pin pricking. One piece stock
with brass fittings and captive ram rod. VGC NLR

437 - M14 MAGAZINES
Two 20 shot .308 cal magazines for the US M14 rifle. All
original parkerised finish in unissued ExC
438 - KETLAND QUEEN ANNE PISTOL
Nice quality antique, circa 1750, Queen Anne Flintlock pistol by William Ketland. 5 ½” approx 28 bore/.55cal steel
turn off barrel with cannon turns. The underside is marked
with early London proof marks. The box lock action features borderline and foliate engraving with KETLAND
marked in the center. Metalwork has dark blued patina. The
original one piece walnut grip retains its original silver wire
inlay and the action is strong. William Ketland was one of
Englands notable early gun makers and one of the first Birmingham makers to compete with London makers of fine
workmanship. VGCWO&C NLR

441 - PERCUSSION MUFF PISTOLS
Pair of French mid 19th Century percussion pistols. 2”.54
bore damascus round turnoff barrels. Boxlock actions with
concealed triggers are floral engraved and have fluted design on the hammers and base of the nipples. Metalwork
has white/grey original patina with some staining. Grips are
relief carve with ornate design. Contained in their original
red velvet line case with accessories. VGWO&C NLR

443

438

446 - OTTO BOCK DRILLING
Antique, circa 1913, fine quality drilling by Otto Bock of
Berlin. 27 ½” 12g blued barrels over a 9.3x62 rifled barrel
with German Nitro proof marks. The cental rib with original
twin leaf rear sight, bead and blade sights and is marked
OTTO BOCK HOFLIEFERANT BERLIN. Fitted with
its CK. HOFL. BERLIN telescopic sight with tip off see
through mounts. The action retains nearly all its case colour
hardening and is finely engraved with foliate borderline and
sunburst design as are the selector, saftey and blued trigger
guard. ExC finely chequered walnut stock with engraved
bullet trap in the butt. Otto Bock was one of the developers
of the 9.3x62 cartridge and one of Germanys finest makers
of the time and this is a very high quality firearm for the
discerning collector. ExWO&C ALR

444

445

To help with transport for firearms from the auction
venue please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes.
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447 - FUNK SCHUETZEN RIFLE
Off hand German Schutzen target rifle by Christoph Funk of
Suhl. 28” 8.15x46R cal blued barrel marked in gold CHRISTOPH FUNK IN SUHL and with original sight. The action
is a Aydt patent Martini type and is fully relief engraved as
is the lever and tang which is fitted with its original sight
(which are often missing as they are usually removed for
storage). Metalwork has near all its original blued finish
which has some all over mild staining and the action is in the
white. ExC original chequered walnut stock. This rifle serial
NO R100 was one of two firearms which formed a display
in the German consulate in Wellington prior to WWII and
was removed after the consular staff returned to Germany
in November of 1939. A very high grade piece with great
history. ExWO&C ALR

456 - WWII THOMPSON AMMO
42R packet, 1941 dated and marked WINCHESTER S.A
BALL .45” for use in sub machine guns etc. For use in the
Thompsons and grease guns etc. ExC
457 - 1911 AMMO
50R packet of collectors Reminton US Military issue 4.5acp
ammo. Most likely WWII issue. ExC ALR
458 - WWII LUGER AMMO
16R collectors packet of German 1941 dated ammo for the
PO8. VGC ALR
459 - 50 CAL AMMO
5R link of 50BMG ammo. VGC ALR

450

448 - MANNLICHER SCHOENAUER RIFLE
Austrian model 1905 Mannlicher bolt action sporting rifle.
24” 9x56ms cal barrel with original sights and notable London retailer address WILLIAM EVANS 63 PALL MALL
LONDON S.W. as well as London nitro proofing. The
chamber is marked Patent Mannlicher Schoenauer M1905.
The receiver with double set trigger is fitted with a contemporary case hardened side scope mount. Metalwork retains
near al its bright blued finish. ExC original fully wooded
stock with chequered wrist and the original butt plate has
been replaced with a rubber type. Contained in a custom
built timber travel case and includes a packet of Kynoch
ammunition. ExWO&C ALR
449 - REMINGTON LEE RIFLE
Very rare original model 1899 sporting bolt action rifle. 25”
.303 cal barrel with original sights and caliber marked in
front of the back sight. The receiver is marked PATENTED
AUG 6TH 1884 through to 1187. The chamber is marked
HG (called in for home guard use during the war). Metalwork has nearly all original blue starting to dull in areas.
ExC original sporting stock with chequered wrist and steel
butt plate. Includes its original 5 shot magazine. Original
sporting configuration Remington Lee rifles are extremely
rare with only about 12 known to come to NZ. ExWO&C
ALR

452 - KRICO TARGET RIFLE
Good quality German bolt action target rifle. 23” .22lr blued
heavy barrel without sights. Receiver marked with Krico
Stuttgart address. Metalwork has near all original blued
finish. Action with double set trigger. ExC walnut stock.
ExWO&C CLR
453 - ANSCHUTZ TARGET RIFLE
German Model 54 match single shot bolt action target rifle. 25” .22lr cal heavy blued barrel with original sights and
markings. The receiver with Ulm address and diopter sight.
Metalwork has near all original blue. ExC original walnut
stock. ExWO&C ALR

463 - CZ M45 PISTOL
Czech pocket pistol. 2 ½” .25 acp cal barrel, slide with integral sight groove and marked Ceska Zbrojovka and logo,
address and cal. Metalwork has near all original blue thinning on the edges, muzzle, and rear of the slide. VGC original dark brown plastic grips. VGWO&C CLR

452

464 - BERETTA M950 PISTOL
Italian made pocket pistol. 2 ¼” .22 short cal tip up barrel
with orignal sight, the slide marked P BERETTA Mod 950b
etc. Metalwork retains near all original blued finish just
starting to thin on the edges. VGC plastic grips. ExWO&C
CLR

461

465 - BROWNING 1906 PISTOL
Belgian Vest/pocket pistol. 2” cal barrel, slide with FN Herstal address. Frame with grip slide safety, the triggerguard
has been dented at some point and shows signs of repair.
Metalwork with most dulling blue thinning in on the edges.
FC original grips. F-GWO&C CLR
466 - BROWNING 1906 MAGAZINE
.25ACP cal mag for the FN vest pistol. Near all blue. FN
logo marked. VGC

462

467 - BERETTA M950 BARREL
3 ¾” .22 Short cal barrel to suit lot 464 and turn it in to the
‘camper’ model. Near all original blue finish. ExC
46 8- 9MM ULTRA AMMO
100R of hard to find Fiochi brand 9x18 Police cal ammo in
original packets to suit lot 460. ExC ALR

463

454 - 7.5 SWISS AMMO
120R of Swiss Military target ammo in original 60R packets. ExC ALR
455 - 303 BLANK AMMO
Approx 230R of CAC .303 blank plus 20R of WWII .303.
All in original paper wrapped packets. VGC

453

461 - ERMA 752 PISTOL
German semi automatic pistol styled on the Walther PPK
pistol. 3 ¼” .22lr cal barrel, slide with fixed sights and
marked IMPERATOR 752 design by ERMA-WERKE etc.
Metalwork retains near all original bright blue. ExC original
wooden grips. In like new ExWO&C CLR
462 - ZASTAVA M70 PISTOL
Yugoslavian semi auto pistol. 3 ½” .32acp cal barrel, slide
with fixed sight and marked CRVENA ZASTAVA Mod 70
etc. Metalwork retains near all original blued finish. ExC
original black plastic grips and includes its leather holster.
In as issued unused ExWO&C CLR

450 - HAMMERLI TARGET RIFLE
Swiss single shot Schmidt Ruebin straight pull bolt action target rifle. 28” 7.5x55 cal heavily blued barrel with
target sight. The receiver with Hammerli markings above
the chamber and Centoral target sight. Metalwork with
most overall dulling blue. ExC target thumbhole stock.
VGWO&C ALR
451 - TIKKA COMBO GUN
21” Ribbed barrel chambered for 12g and 5.6x50R. Rifle
barrel is compensted at the bore. Full choke shotgun barrel. Pop up rear sight. Metalwork has near all blue slightly
wearing on trigger guard. GC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

451

460 - SIG P230 PISTOL
Swiss semi auto pistol. 3 ½” 9mm Police (9x18 Ultra) caliber barrel. The slide with fixed sight and Sig Sauer markings. Metalwork with near all original finish. ExC original
wooden grips. In unused ExWO&C CLR

469 - 30 MAUSER AMMO
100R of hard to find Flochi brand 7.63 Mauser in original
packets. ExC ALR
470 - 7.62 NAGANT AMMO
100R of hard to find ammo for the Nagant M1895 revolver
in orignial packets. ExC ALR

464

471 - 7.62 TOKAREV AMMO
100R of Flocki 7.62x25 cn ammo in original packets for the
Tokarev TT pistol. ExC
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472 - TOKAREV PISTOL MAGAZINE
Two 7.62 cal magazine to suit the TT series of pistols. Variant without lanyard ring. Near all finish. VGC

482- WINCHESTER '73 RIFLE
Antique, circa 1882, US Winchester early third model 1873
lever action rifle. 24” Octagonal 38-40 cal barrel with full
length magazine, adjustable rear and dove tailed foresight.
The barrel is marekd WINCHESTER’S - REPEATING
PATENTED - MARCH 29 1866. OCTOBER 16. 1860. The
tang is marked MODEL 1873 and is missing the tang sight
blanking screws (most likely had a tang sight fitted) at some
point). The underside of the gun is marked with the caliber
and serial number in the 102 thousand range. Metalwork
has dark consistant overal patina with areas of blue and nice
sharp edges. ExC woodwork with correct early shotgun type
butt stock. A nice genuine untouched cowboy period ‘73 rifle in a scarce caliber. VGWO&C ALR

477

473 - M76 RIFLE MAGAZINES
Two 5 shot 7.62x54R cal magazines for the Yugoslavian
M76 Sniper rifle. In new ExC.
474 - SCORPION EVO MAGAZINES
Two original 32R turnslucent polymer magazines for the CZ
9mm SMG. In new ExC.

478

475 - REMINGTON DERRINGER
Antique, circa 1888 - 3rd Model Derringer with early 3 digit
serial number. 3” .41RF cal barrels with one line address
REMINGTON ARMS CO. ILLION N.Y. Metalwork has
thinning blue to the barrels and small parts with traces of
finish to the frame. VGC original chequered hard rubber
grips. Hard to find in the blued finish rather than the more
common nickel finish. VGWO&C CLR
476 - REMINGTON VEST POCKET PISTOL
Scarce antique No.1 size saw handle Derringer, circa 18651888. 3 ¼” .22RF cal barrel marked with two line address
REMINGTONS ILLION NY PATENT OCT 1 1861. The
action section is fully engraved with foliate design. Metalwork has thin original blued finish. VGC walnut grips. At
less than 10 cm overall length this is an interesting gun for
the pocket pistol collector. VGWO&C CLR

483 - REPRO COLT BURGESS RIFLE
Italian Uberti remake of the Colt model 1883 lever action
rifle. 20” .45cc cal octagonal barrel with full length magazine and marked with US retailer TYLORS & CO. etc.
Metalwork retains near all original bright blue to the barrel
and case colours to the receiver and lever. ExC woodwork.
ExWO&C ALR

479

481a
480

481

485- REPRO REMINGTON RIFLE
Italian reproduction of the a Zouave model 1863 percussion
rifle. 33” .58 cal barrel with bayonet lug and sights, marked
Ranson Italy. Metalwork has near all blued finish and case
coloured action. ExC woodwork with brass patch box and
triggerguard. ExWO&C ALR

477 - REMINGTON VEST PISTOL
Antique, circa 1870’s, US Remington No3 size vest pocket
pistol. 3 ¼” .41RF SHORT CAL octagonal to round barrel
with original foresight and marked REMINGTON’S ILLION .N.Y. PATD OCT.1.1861 NOV.15 1861 and underneath with 4,000 range serial number. Metalwork with dark
original untouched patina. VGC original dark walnut saw
handle grips. The firing pin has broken or more likelly been
cut at the base otherwise VGC CLR

486 - CZ 527 EXCLUSIVE RIFLE
Czech bolt action sporting rifle. 22” .222 cal barrel without sights and is threaded for a silencer and has hammer
forge detailing. The receiver marked CZ527 Exclusive and
is fitted with a Tasco 3-9 scope. Metalwork retains nearly
all original blued finish. ExC deluxe ebony edition wooden
stock and has detachable 5 shot magazine. ExWO&C ALR

478 - S&W 1 ½ REVOLVER
An unusual antique, circa 1870, transitional second issue
model NO 1 ½ single action revolver. 5” .32rf cal octagonal barrel marked with London proofs and retailer F Gates
Derby unusually without Smith and Wesson address. 6 shot
smooth cylinder also with proof marks. The original nickle
plating has flaked off much of the frame. ExC original ivory
grips. Contained in its original blue baize lined walnut veneered case with turn screw, rod and some original ammunition. Missing the lock. GWO&C CLR
479 - S&W NO1 DERRINGER
Rare antique, circa 1860-68 second issue No.1 revolver. 3”
.22 short RF cal with original foresight and barrel marked
on top SMITH & WESSON SPRINGFIELD.MASS 7 shot
unfluted cylinder. Metalwork retains near all nickel finish to
the frame and dark patina to the barrel. VGC original grips.
VGWO&C CLR

484

487 - EGE SHOTGUN
12G Super Mag semi auto shotgun. 28” Barrel, I.C removable choke. Magazine extension tube. Ribbed barrel with a
red fibre optic foresight. 3” chamber. ExC synthetic stocks.
ExWO&C ALR
488 - LANBER OVER UNDER SHOTGUN
Spanish 12g O/U shotgun with 27” barrels. Mod I.M chokes.
Near all original blue. GC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

483
485

489 - BRNO SHOTGUN
SBB BRNO 12G shotgun. 28” barrels with I.M chokes.
ExC metalwork and wood stocks. Double triggers, gun also
marked CZ. ExWO&C ALR
490 - RUGER 10/22 RIFLE
18” Barrel includes Ruger slip on suppressor by Silent Enterprises. Also includes Bi-Pod, 4-16x40 AO scope and Ruger Trimag holder with three10 shot mags plus an extra 10
shot magazine. ExWO&C ALR

480 - MARLIN 1892 RIFLE
Antique US lever action rifle. 24” .32RF cal barrel with full
length magazine original sights and marked with Marlin
New Haven address and patent info as well as Hazards little
daisy. The receiver has most brigh blue to the left hand side
but dark grey patina to the side plate and leaver, the barrel has near all dulling blue. Woodwork with all over minor
handing marks. G-VGWO&C ALR
481 - MARLIN PESENTATION RIFLES
A matching numbered pair of 100 year presentation model
lever action rifles. First rifle has a 20” 30-30 cal octagonal barrel marked MARLIN 336 Presentation brace of one
thousand etc. The receiver with golden inlay engraving and
Marlin 1870-1970 emblem. Metalwork has near all original
bright blue finish with a small area of loss at the front of the
receiver. ExC deluxe walnut stock. The second rifle is similar but is the model 336 take down in .22lr cal. ExWO&C
ALR

484- NORINCO '97 SHOTGUN
Remake of the famous US Winchester 1897 pump action.
20” 12g barrel with ¾” magazine. Metalwork with near all
original blue. ExC woodwork. ExWO&C ALR

491 - MARLIN M70 HC
Semi auto .22lr rifle. 18” barrel with original sights and
4x40 scope. Metalwork with near all bright blue, GC woodwork. Includes 10 shot magazine. ExWO&C ALR
492 -ERMA M1 22 RIFLE
German .22lr styled on the US M1 carbine. 17 ½” barrel
with original sights. The receiver is marked Mod EM1 22
ERMA-WERKE. Near all original blued finish and VGC
woodwork. VGWO&C

486
492

493 - UNIQUE X51 RIFLE
French semi auto rifle. 23” .22lr cal barrel with iron sights
and threaded for a silencer and with Unique brand markings.
Metalwork with most gloss blue finish. GC woodwork with
bone adurnment to the pistol grip. VGWO&C ALR

22
494 - MARLIN MAGAZINES
Two nickel 10 shot and one 5 shot .22lr magazine to suit the
modern Marlin 22 rifles. VGC

505 - HILLS PATENT REVOLVER
Scarce antique English revolver. 5 ½” .450 cal octagonal
barrel marked Hills Patent “The Stanley”. The hills patent
ejection system pivots at the rear sight to allow cartridge
ejection and loading. The cylinder and barrels are marked
with Birmingham proofs and the frame is marked STANTON & CO plus logo. Metalwork has large ares of original
blue with some loss around the barrel with pin pricking towards the muzzle. GC original grips. VGWO&C CLR

496

495 - BRNO MAGAZINE
10 Shot .22lr steel magazine to suit the BRNO/CZ rifle.
VGC
496 - CZ75B PISTOL
Czech semi auto pistol. 4 ½” 9mm cal barrel, blued slide
with fixed sights. Matte nickel frame. Metalwork has near
all original finish. VGC plastic grips. Includes two extra
magazines. ExWO&C B/CLR

506 - TRANTER ARMY REVOLVER
800 Antique English Tranters, patent 1871 single/double
action revolver. 6” .450 cal octagonal barrel marked with
caliber and Birmingham proofs which are also on the 6 shot
cylinder. The frame with borderline engraving is marked
TRANTERS PATENT and has swivel ejector rod. Metalwork has thinning blue to dark patina. VGC chequered
grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

497

497- HS-9 PISTOL 9MM
Cro ation semi auto pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel, slide with
fixed sights and marked HS-9 9419 and retains near all
matte black finish. Polymer frame with grip safety. Includes
its box and extra magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR

498

507 - WEBLEY RIC REVOLVER
Antique English revolver. 2 ½” .450 cal barrel frame marked
WEBLEY’S RIC MODEL 5 SHOT and logo. Metalwork
has grey to dark patina. GC original grips with lanyard ring.
GWO&C CLR

498 - S&W MODEL 39 PISTOL
US semi auto pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel slide with adjustable
rear sight. Alloy frame and metalwork with most overall
blue with some mild staining to the slide on top. VGC original chequered walnut grips. VGWO&C B/CLR
499 - TAURUS PT 101 PISTOL
Brazilian semi auto pistol. 5” .40 S&W cal barrel and slide
with fixed sights and marked PT101HF etc. Metalwork has
mear all original blue with a few minor scratches. VGC
original wooden grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

499

500 - BULL M5 PISTOL
Israeli semi automatic pistol. 5” .40 cal bull barrel with red
fibre optic forsight. Polymer frame with parkerised steel
slide. Metalwork shows some slight wear around muzzle
and some handling marks. Forward and rear slide serrations.
Includes original box and three extra double stack magazines. VGWO&C B/CLR

500

501 - NORINCO 1911 PISTOL
Chinese commander 1911 Pistol. 4 ¼” .45 Auto barrel with
factory 3 dot sights. ExC metalwork. Original plastic grips.
Includes original box and extra 7 shot magazine. ExWO&C
B/CLR

505

506

503 - TRANTER CONVERSION REVOLVER
Very rare factory cartridge conversion of a second model
double trigger. Tranter revovler 4 1/2” .38 cal barrel with
Birmingham proofs, dovetail foresight and key slot percussion rammer. The underside is marked in script Charles J
King Wassell Grove Stourbridge. The top strap is marked
with retailer PRITCHARD & SON. The conversion cylinder uses system of central firing pins at the end of each
chamber, at some time this would of had a percussion cylinder as well. Engraved metalwork has most overall original charcoal blue with some loss to the top strap and edges.
VGC one piece grip. VG-ExWO&C CLR

508

511

512

509 - WEBLEY MKIII REVOLVER
English early mk3 double action revolver retailed by Army
& Navy. 4” .38 cal barrel marked ARMY & NAVY CSL
and MARK III .38. The frame with Webley patent marks etc
and the backstrap inscribed C.W. SELBY R.F.A. Metalwork
has near all original nickel finish. ExC original hard rubber
grips. ExWO&C B/CLR
510 - WEBLEY GREEN REVOLVER
Antique English Webley Green Army model of 1889 revolver retailed by famous English retailer ARMY & NAVY.
6” .476 cal barrel marked ARMY & NAVY CSL and the top
strap “WG” MODEL 1889. The 5 shot “Church Steeple”
cylinder marked WEBLEY PATENTS and logo. The grip is
a tranistional feature as it is the birds head type of the earlier
models. Metalwork retains nearly all of its original nickel
finish. ExC chequered hard rubber grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

504

50 2- GUN SAFE
Large vintage Chubb brand gun safe suitable for pistols
or rifles. 1520H x 545W x 530D. Double key lock with
5x30mm bolts. Two internal lockable compartments and
shelf (ideal for pistols/SMG’s but would need to be removed
for rifles). Due to size and weight this item will be viewed at
our premesis not the action venue and will need safe haulers
to move. GWO&C

504 - BEAUMONT ADAMS REVOLVER
Cartridge conversion from percussion Adams - Francotte
type revolver. 5 ¾” .450 cal barrel with dovetail foresight,
rammer/ejector and marked with Birmingham proofs plus
Joseph Bourne & Son LONDON. Metalwork with borderline and foliate engraving has most overall original blue finish with some staining to the white metal small parts. VGC
chequered grips. VGWO&C CLR

508 - WEBLEY BULL PUG REVOLVER
500 Webley No2 revolver. 2 ½” .450 cal barrel marked with
retailer ARMY & NAVY on top as well as Birmingham
proved. The top strap marked THE BRITISH BULL DOG.
Frame with Webley markings. Metalwork with near all original blue. ExC original grips. ExWO&C CLR

511 - WEBLEY KAUFMANN REVOLVER
A circa late 1870’s English Webely Daufmann double action
revolver. 5 34” .455 cal barrel marked on top with the retailers name C&H WESSON 7 NEW ROAD BRIGHTON.
The frame with 6 shot fluted cylinder is marked WEBLEYS
PATENT and the logo as well as MK inside triangle for the
Kaufmann patent. Metalwork retains nearly all its original
nickel plated finish with only a couple of small areas of loss
near the grips and on the barrel rib. ExC original parrots
beak chequered walnut grips with swivel lanyard ring. Contained in its orignal blue baize lined oak case with original
retailers trade lable, glass oil bottle, turn screw, cleaning
rod, pull through and key. In hard to beat ExWO&C CLR
512 - TRANTER REVOLVER
A cased Tranter model 1863 retailed/manufactured by Murcott of London. 5” Octagonal .38RF cal barrel marked with
Birmingham proofs which are also on each of the five chambers. The top is marked T.MURCOTT, 68 HAYMARKET.
Tranters patent and is without ejector rod and has hinged
loading gate. Metalwork retains most original blue to the
barrel and grey patina to the frame and cylinder. VGC
chquered walnut one piece grip. Contained in its original
green baize lined case with original trade label, pewter oil
bottle, cleaning rod and turn screw. VGWO&C CLR

B category pistol license holders require a ‘Pinky’ form
from your club to obtain a permit at the auction venue
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513 - SPUR TRIGGER TRANTER REVOLVER
English antique single action revolver. 3” Octagonal .280
cal octagonal barrel with Birmingham proofs and most blue
finish, brass frame with engraved nickel silver finish thinning on the edges and also on the top strap. VGC chequered
grips. VGWO&C CLR
514 - K98 MAUSER RIFLE
Late WWII German bolt action rifle. 24” 8mm cal barrel
with original sights and bayonet lug. Marked with Army
acceptance eagle that has been punched, the chamber with
Waffen amt mark and code mark dou 45 (Brunn Bastrica
Works 1945). Metalwork has near all Russian capture refinish and numbers are mismatched which is usually the case.
ExC laminated stock complete with original sling and rod.
ExWO&C ALR
515 - PORTUGESE M1941 RIFLE
Portugese contract bolt action short rifle based on the K98.
24” 8mm cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug as
well as Mauser Waffen amts and a 1979 German proof mark.
The cahmber is also Nazi Army acceptance marks Portugese
crest and 1941 date. The rail of the action is marked Mauser
- Werke Obendorf etc. Metalwork retains near overall bright
blue. ExC original woodwork complete with rod and muzzle
protector. ExWO&C ALR

513

514

516

523 - M61 SCORPION S.M.G
Czech machine pistol. 4 ½” .32 acp cal barrel. Receiver with
near all original blued finish and with she arsenal mark and
63 date. Three position selector on the left hand side. ExC
original wood grip. Includes its 10 shot magazine plus lanyard and leather holster. VGWO&C CLR

515

524 - SCORPION MAGAZINES
Two .32 acp cal 20R magazines for the Czech S.M.G. In
original grease paper. ExC
525 - 40R AK47 MAGAZINES
Two Eastern block steel magazines to suit the RPK or AK47
type 7x39 cal rifles. Near all original parkerised finish. In
like new ExC

517

516 - WWI MAUSER 98 RIFLE
Imperial German bolt action rifle. 30”8mm cal barrel with
original foresight and bayonet lug. The original rear sight
is graduated to 2000 yards on the bed. The chamber ring is
marked with Military acceptance marks and WAFFENFABRIK MAUSER OBENDORF A/N 1916. The rail is marked
Gew 98. Metalwork has most original blue to the barrel and
bolt while the action is in the white. All visible numbers are
matching and the gun is Military proved in many parts including the ExC original stock. A nice example for discerning the collector. ExWO&C ALR

518

520

517 - NO4 TANKER RIFLE
16” .303 cal shortened barrel SMLE cal rifle with original
sights. Receiver marked No 4 MK 1/2 F (FTR) and with
basic apperture sight. Metalwork with near overall finish. VGC woodwork complete with sling and magazine.
VGWO&C ALR
518 - WWII ENFIELD RIFLE
NZ Military No1 MKIII * bolt action. 25” .303 cal barrel with original sights and cover and NZ markings on the
chamber. The wrist marked MA LITHGOW SMLE III *
1942. Metalwork with near all original finish. Matching
number serial on bolt. ExC original Lithgow marked and
1942 dated woodwork. ExWO&C ALR
519 - LONG TOM RANGE RIFLE
Modified MK1 to range rifle with SMLE. 25” .303 cal
barrel and nose cap. The receiver with apperture sight.
VGC woodwork with lobbing sight, sling and magazine.
VGWO&C ALR

522 - SCHNELLFEUER MACHINE PISTOL
German Mauser M712 select fire automatic pistol. 5”
7.63mm cal barrel marked WAFFEN FABRIK MAUSER
OBENDORF A/N and with proofs on the left hand side.
Correct rear sight graduated to 1000 yards. The frame has
the Westinger type selector and banner logo. Right hand side
has address and patent information. Metalwork has most
original blue thinning on the edges and above the grips to
grey. Original wooden grips with correct lanyard ring. Includes its very hard to find original 20R magazine wit banner logo and a reproduction manual. VGWO&C CLR

527 - W&C SCOTT SHOTGUN
Good quality antique English side by side box lock hammer shotgun, circa 1890’s. 30” 12g Damascus steel barrels
with cylinder and ½ chokes and marked W & C SCOTT &
SON MAKERS & PATENTEES LONDON as well as Birmingham proofs. The lock plates are also maker marked and
finely foliate and borderline engraved. Metalwork has near
all original bright blued and finish thinning underneath the
grip. ExC chequered original walnut woodwork with original steel butt plate. ExWO&C ALR

523

529

526

520 - P14 RANGE RIFLE
WWI Enfield bolt action. 26” .303 cal barrel with original
sights. Chamber marked ERA (Eddystone) and the receiver
with ordnance marks and fitted with apperture sight. Metalwork with near all blue finish. VGC woodwork. VGWO&C
ALR

527

528

521 - M53 MACHINE GUN
Yugoslavian made version of the German MG42. 26” 8mm
cal barrel with flash hider ventilated shroud and sights. Feed
cover with cvest etc and the receiver marked M79 M53 etc
Metalwork with near all Military blued finish. VGC matching stock and bakelite grips. Includes it Lafette mount with
AA arm, belt drum, extra barrel and cleaning dit. VGWO&C
CLR

526 - J.D DOUGALL SHOTGUN
A nice quality antique, circa 1865, 12 bore centrefire side
by side shotgun. 29 3/4” browned barrels marked J.D
DOUGALL INVENTOR AND PATENTEE 59 St JAMES
STREET LONDON. Back action lock with unique forward
creeping lever release on teh right hand ide and lock fast
patent lock (marked on the bottom of the action). The side
plate is also marked JD DOUGALL. Metalwork retains
most overall browned finish. VGC woodwork with some
dings and wear. According to Boothroyds directory this gun
number 2501 is one of the first centerfires he produced and
that the lock fast action was widely regarded and used by the
Prince of Wales. VGWO&C ALR

528 - TRAPDOOR SPRINGFIELD RIFLE
US model 1873 breechloading rilfe. 29” 45-70 cal barrel
with original sights. The lock marked US MODEL 1873 and
the plate is marked with the Eagle and US SPRINGFIELD.
Metalwork has overall dulling blue and traces of case colours to the action. VGC woodwork with typical handling
marks, sling swivels and US marked butt plate. VGWO&C
ALR
529 - ENFIELD RIFLE
An Indian pattern percussion Military short rifle. 31” .69 cal
barrel with basic sights and no bayonet lug. The lockplate
is marked Enfield. Metalwork with grey patina. GC woodwork. F-GWO&C NLR
530 - LONG TOM RIFLE
British Military Lee Enfield No1 rifle. 29 ½” .303 cal barrel
with original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver with magazine cutt off and marked on the wrist Crown/VR L.S.A. CO
LD 1897 L.E.I. Metalwork with near all blue. ExC woodwork complete with lobbing sight and swivels and correct
magazine. VGWO&C ALR

521

530
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531 - COLT DERRINGER
Antique, circa 1870’s, Colt Thuer Derringer. 2 ¼” .41RF
cal barrel marked -COLT- in italic and also with Birmingham proofs. The barrel retains most original blue. The brass
frame retains most of its original nickel plated finish which
is thinning near the hammer and the back strap. VGC varnished walnut original grips. This example was retailed in
England but not through the Colt London agency (P287
Sutherland & Wilson). ExWO&C CLR

541 - US MOD 1860 OFFICERS SWORD
77cm spear pint polished blade without markings. Leather
over wood grip with brass wire wrap. Cast hilt and guard
with US eagle. Includes scabbard. ExC
534

532 - SHARPS PATENTS DERRINGER
Antique 4 barrel Derringer by Tipping and Lawden. 2
½” .22rf barrels with foliate engraved design and near all
original blued finish. The brass frame retains nearly all of
its original nickel plated finish and is marked TIPPING &
LAWDEN SHARPS PATENT. ExC original carved hard
rubber brown grips. ExWO&C CLR

542 - GERMAN SABRE
German Officers Sabre. 87cm curved blade with near all
plating and marked with F W Holler makers logo. Celluloid
and wire grip with basic plain plated guard without Swastika or motif. Includes its drawn tube steel Army type scabbard. VGC

535

543 - CHINESE OFFICERS SWORD
Imperial Chinese Prussian style model 1889 sword. 79cm
blade with twin fullers and German manufacture partial
mark CLE SOLINGEN. The guard with Chinese dragon and
blackened brass finish. Brown celluloid handle. Complete
with steel scabbard. VGC

533 - S&W 1905 REVOLVER
Nice example of a second model 1905 double action revolver. 3 ½” .38 S&W cal barrel marked with Smith & Wesson
address and patent info. Frame with grip safety and metalwork has near all original bright blue with some loss on the
cylinder and towards the muzzle. ExC original S&W logo
hard rubber grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

544 - AR15 300 BLACKOUT RIFLE
DPMS lower receiver with VLtor Weapon systems flat top
upper receiver. 16” 300 blackout cal Stoner brand barrel
with matching bolt. Near all original finish. Fixed Rock
River brand stock, rubber pistol grip and 20 shot magazine.
ExWO&C ELR

536

534 - FRONTIER REVOLVER
Spanish Orbea Hermanos copy of a S&W No3 double action New Frontier revolver. 3 ¾ .44-40 cal barrel marked on
top with Spanish maker and patent details. Metalwork has
some of its original blue to the frame and barrel. GC original
hard rubber grips. GWO&C CLR

538

536 - WEBLEY & SCOTT TARGET PISTOL
This pistol was owned by Major Wallingford who was an
Olympic medalist in 1908 as well as a Military Cross recipiant at Galipoli during the Great War. A circa 1917 manufactured model of 1911 single shot .22rf target pistol. 6 ¾”
barrel with original target sights. The slide marked with logo
and WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD, LONDON & BIRMINGHAM and the other side ‘22 RIM FIRE LONG. Metalwork
retains most original finish thinning in areas. ExC hard rubber original chequered grips and the butt is the type cut for
the shoulder stock. A nice example of the early target pistol
with unique provenance (Paperwork included) VGWO&C
B/CLR
537 - WEBLEY .22 REVOLVER
6” .22lr cal barrel marked MARK IV .22 (LONG RIFLE)
and WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD. Made in England. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue. ExC original black
plastic Webely logo grips. ExWO&C

546 - NORINCO SKS RIFLE
Chinese semi auto rifle. 20” 7x39 cal barrel with some rust
staining and bayonet removed, receiver with cut down magazine and synthetic Draganov stock. GWO&C ALR

537

535 - MK VI ENFIELD REVOLVER
British Military issue revolver. 6” .455 cal barrel with ordnance and proof marks. The frame is marked ENFIELD MK
VI 1925 and ordnance marks. Metalwork retains near all
Military blued finish. ExC original grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

547 - NORINCO SKS RIFLE
Chinese made semi auto rifle. 20” 7x39 cal barrel with
bayonet lug removed. Receiver with rear sight removed and
scope rail fitted. Most blue finish. GC woodwork with sling.
GWO&C ALR

545

548 -NORINCO 84S RIFLE
16” .223 cal barrel with muzzle break, original sights and
bayonet lug. Receiver with side mounted variable power
scope with illuminated recticle. Metalwork with most original blue. Fitted with Draganov synthetic stock and aftermarket forend with pistol grip. Includes two 30R magazines.
VGWO&C ELR

542

549 - AR15 UPPER RECEIVER
20” .223 cal Trueflite barrel. Hogue forend, flat top receiver
with bolt. ExC ALR

541

538 - WEBLEY MARK IV PISTOL
British double action revolver. 4” .38 S&W cal barrel, top
strap marked WEBLEY & SCOTT etc. Metalwork retains
near all original bright blue finish. ExC original plastic logo
grips with lanyard ring. Also includes its original cardboard
box which are seldom seen. Hard to find better. ExWO&C
B/CLR

550 - PARKER HALE RIFLE
British bolt action Sniper/target rifle. 22”.308 cal heavy barrel with Sako muzzle break and marked PARKER - HALE
LTD BIRMINGHAM ENGLAND 7.62MM NATO as well
as proofs. Receiver with Weaver bases. Metalwork with
near all blue finish. Bell & Carlson synthetic camo stock.
ExWO&C ALR

550

551 - RUGER SILENCED PISTOL
US semi auto MKII target model pistol. 5 ½” .22lr bull
barrel with adjustable sights. Metalwork retains near all
original blued finish. ExC original grips. Includes its custom made alloy silencer that slides over the barrel when the
front sight is removed and secures at this point. Plus 2 extra
magazines. ExWO&C B/CLR

539 - FRENCH CAVALRY SWORD
Napoleonic era AN XI Saber for the chasseurs, hussars,
lancers. 90cm blade with French ordnance marks and also
marked on the spine with inscription and 1814 date. Brass
hilt with about 30% of the leather wrap on the wooden grips.
Includes its steel scabbard and leather rings. VGC
540 - PATERN 1831 SWORD
British Military 1831 pattern general officers Mameluke
sword. 84cm etched blade with Royal Cypher two piece
ivory grip with gilt mounts. Polished brass scabbard. VGC

545- NORINCO SKS RIFLE
Chinese semi automatic rifle. 20” 7.62x39 cal barrel with silencer thread and sights removed. Receiver with scope rail,
near all blue. Synthetic Draganov stock and 30 shot detachable AK box magazine. GWO&C ELR

551

544
543
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552 - COLT 22 PISTOL
Circa 1990’s US semi auto pistol. 5 ¼” Stainless bull barrel
with aftermarket compensator, foresight removed and scope
base fitted. Stainless steel metalwork without significant
scratches. Polymer grip and triggerguard VGWO&C BLR
553 - NORINCO M93 PISTOL
Chinese made copy of the Colt Woodsman pistol. 4 ½”.22
lr cal barrel with factory adjustable sights. Metalwork in
GC with slight rust marks on slide. Includes original extra
magazine. G-VGWO&C B/CLR
554 - TOZ M36 REVOLER
Seldom seen Russian target revolver based on the 1895 Nagant gas seal revolver. 6” 7.62 Nagant cal barrel with adjustable sights and marked TOZ-M36. Metalwork with near all
original blue. ExC original wooden right hand target grip
which is designed to be shaped to fit your hand. ExWO&C
B/CLR
555 - HAMMERLI TARGET PISTOL
Swiss semi auto .22 lr target pistol 6”.22lr cal barrel, slide
with adjustable sights and markings. Near all original finish.
ExC right hand wooden target grip. ExWO&C B/CLR

565 - 870 SHOTGUN
Copy of 870 pump action shotgun. 12g with 18”barrel and
cylinder bore. Ghost ring rear sight and white dot front.
VGC synthetic stocks and metal work. ExWO&C ALR

552

566 - NORINCO JW21 RIFLE
Lever action JW21 .22 cal rifle. 20”Barrel with tube fed
magazine. Original open sights. ExC blue and woodwork.
ExWO&C ALR
553

567 - BENTLEY SHOTGUN
Pump action model 30R, 12g shotgun. 20”barrel, cylinder
bore, open rear sight wiht hooded front. Metalwork shows
signs of rust. GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR
568 - STEVENS SHOTGUN
Side by side 12g shotgun. 26” barrels with cylinder bore
and modified chokes. Grey to brown patina on reveiver and
slight fading blue on barrel. Woodwork with few dents.
GWO&C ALR

554

569 - .410 SHOTGUN
ERA made in Brazil single shot .410g shotgun. 28”barrel, most blue with small signs of surface rust. GC wood.
GWO&C ALR

555

556 - MG.2 PISTOL
Italian Matchguns by Cesare Morini ISSF target pistol.
6”.22lr cal barrel with adjustable sights fully adjustable
trigger and has tube feed magazine. Near all original finish. Right hand wooden target grip, includes box with extra
magazine. ExWO&C ALR
557- THOMPSON CENTER PISTOL
Super 14 model US single shot hunting/target pistol.
14”ported 30-30 cal barrel. Metalwork with near all blue.
VGC wooden forend and grip with a few handling dings.
VG-ExWO&C B/CLR

570 - BAILKAL SHOTGUN
Single shot Russian 12g 28” barrel with full choke. GC
wood and metalwork. ExWO&C ALR
571 - BAIKAL SHOTGUN
USSR 12g single shot with 29” barrel and full choke. Metalwork showing some scratches near muzzle. GC woodwork.
VGWO&C ALR

556

558 - COLT GOLD CUP PISTOL
US National match model semi automatic target pistol. 5”
.45 acp cal barrel fitted with 2 ¼” long Wichita brand compensator with foresight. The slide has the original foresight
removed and adjustable rear. Marked with Colt address etc.
Metalwork with near all original blue. VGC Pachmayr grips
- fitted with aftermarked magazine, plus 4 more. VGWO&C
B/CLR

558

572 - CZ SHOTGUN
12G semi auto shotgun make in Czechoslavakia. 24” barrel with full choke. Blue has faded from receiver and barrel
has thinning blue with surface rust. Foregrip appears to have
wood replaced. Stock worn. FC ALR

557

559 - RUGER P85 PISTOL
US semi automatic P85 pistol. 4 1/2”9mm barrel with factory 3 dot sights. DA with decocker safety. Metalwork retains original blue thinning on edges. Plastic factory grips.
Includes 15 shot mecgar magazine. G-VGWO&C B/CLR

559
564

560 - CZ 75 PISTOL
Czech 9mm semi auto pistol. 4 ½ ”9mm cal barrel slide with
fixed sights. Metalwork with handling scratches and chips to
the edges of the finish. GC original grips. GWO&C B/CLR
560

561 - SQUIRES BINGHAM REVOLVER
Philliipines made double action revolver. 6”.38 special cal
barrel with adjustable sights. Metalwork has most blue with
wear marks on barrel and slight surface rust. GWO&C B/
CLR

567

562 - SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER
Italian Tangfolio E15 single action .22lr revolver. 4 ¾” barrel with fixed sight, 6 shot cylinder. Metalwork with near all
blued finish. VGC plastic grips. ExWO&C B/CLR
563 - BULLDOG REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1880s, double action revolver. 2 ½”.450 cal
barrel with Birmingham proofs, the top strap marked ENGLISH BULLDOG and the frame No2. Metalwork with grey
patina. VGC original chequered grips. GWO&C CLR
564 - KEA GUN
Spanish Mugica single shot pistol. 12 ½” .410g blued
barrel and action with near all finish. ExC wooden grips.
ExWO&C CLR
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